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Abstract ' ,

The general hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility of a Ti-bearing HSLA steel has

been characterizized and correlated with detailed transmission electron and field ion

microscopic studies of various microstructures. The hydrogen permeability and trappiazg in

the same microstructures has also been studied through the use of electrochemical

polarization and potentiostatic detection. The trapping character of the various

microstructures has been determined by comparison with the TEM and FIM results.

Hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility has been determined by the use of cathodically pre-

charged cylindrical tensile specimens and hydrogen induced cracking of double cantilever

beam type fracture mechanics specimens.

The hydrogen permeability studies showed that austenitized and quenched

microstructures were composed of essentially low interaction energy reversible trap sites

for hydrogen including but not restricted to grain boundarie-s, solute elements and

dislocations. Aging at temperatures between 4000C and 500°C still resulted in a

reversible trap population, although the character of trapping was inferred to have shifted

to higher capture-to-release rates from examination of the form of the transient hydrogen

exit flux. The introduction of cementite in these microstructures was assumed to be

responsible. At aging temperatures of 600 0 C and higher, irreversible trapping of hydrogen

was found to occur concurrently with the direct precipitation of the alloy carbide, TiC. ' ---

As this precipitate coarsened beyond the estimated incoherent interface size range,

- irreversible trapping capability was lost and reversible trapping with high capture-to-release

" rate behavior was again found.

Pre-charged uniaxial tensile testing established that the formation of even 10-15

diameter "clusters" of TiC could bring about a 50% improvement in ductility compared to

0 microstructures lacking this phase. More complete precipitation of Ti and C as carbide

phase at 600* aging resulted in complete intergranular failure and loss of measurable

ductility. This was found to be due to concurrent segregation of metalloids to high angle

* (prior y) boundaries with the loss of titanium to the carbide phase.
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Hydrogen induced cracking studies indicated that both bulk hydrogen diffusivity (as

- measured by permeation breakthrough times) and diffusable hydrogen content (as

determined from permeation time-lag values) are important. In microstructures possessing

a relatively high "breakthrough" diffusivity and little or no irreversible trapping (i.e.

4000C aging), low threshold stress intensities and high stage I1 crack velocities were

. observed. In a microstructure having a relatively low breakthrough diffusivity and a high

density of fine, irreversible traps (ie. 600*C aging) a higher threshold was found

notwithstanding the lower inherent fracture toughness resulting from temper embnttlement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hydrogen has been recognized as a generally deleterious solute in many metallic

systems since the nineteenth century. Since then, a plethora of scientific and industrial

literature has been generated concerning the quite general topic of hydrogen embrittlment.

The wide interest in hydrogen effects on materials stems in part from the va of

environments from which hydrogen may be taken up by a metal host and the suscep,

of many metals to hydrogen. Hydrogen may enter a metal from the gas phase through a

surface dissociation reaction or it may be absorbed from the surface as the result of

cathodic half-cell reactions accompanying corrosion. Additionally, hydrogen may embrittle

a material by causing a fracture mode change (i.e. from ductile to intergranular) or it

may more subtly affect the plasticity of the material without causing a fracture mode

148.15
" change '  . At high temperature, hydrogen may react with other solutes in the metal

matrix and produce gas bubbles, the so-called "hydrogen attack" phenomenon seen in

medium carbon steels'". In certain metal systems Le. Ti and Nb which favor direct

chemical reaction with hydrogen. embrittlement may be linked directly to formation of

* brittle hydride phases 46

The iron system poses perhaps the most challenging problem since no single

mechanism appears adequate to explain the variety of ways in which hydrogen alters the

" mechanical integrity of iron based alloys, although several have been suggested '

Despite the unanswered question regarding embrittlement mechanisms, a great deal of

*" information relevant to the kinetics of embrittlement in iron and steel has been estabilshed
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and consistent trends concerning the affects have been observed. The iron system is first

of all characterized by a low equilibrium solubility (0.01 atomic ppm at 250C) and a

reasonably high diffusivity ( 10 "cm2/sec), 20 at 250C) in the iron lattice. Measurements

of these parameters have revealed that hydrogen interacts quite strongly with eterogenieties

within the bulk, termed "traps' . Detailed characterization of steel microstructures has

shown that various traps, including grain boundaries, dislocations, inclusions and carbides.

and solute atoms can be categorized as to the relative strength of their interaction with

hydrogen. For the case of inclusions and grain boundaries, trapping at these sites is

viewed as a precursor to failure. Additionally, dislocations have been suspected of being

. "mobile- traps for hydrogen, redistributing hydrogen atmospheres or core populations

during plastic deformation s.

The study and characterization of traps is important since as stated above, certain

types of traps will be eventual failure initiation sites. More importantly, observations by

many workers of decreased embrittlement susceptibility at sufficiently low temperatures or

high strain rates are consistent with the requirement for redistribution of hydrogen under

stress45 17 5 . If the onset of . embrittlement is generally associated with hydrogen

redistribution. then this poses a microstructural parameter which may be manipulated to

delay or possibly eliminate the embrittlement step in many giades of steel. Particularly

promising sources of beneficial trapping in steel are Ti solute additions and Ti

precipitates. A direct connection between Ti and decreased susceptibility was apparently

first established by Bernstei 'n '". He found that a Ti bearing steel was generally less

susceptible to cracking than equivalent Ti-free grades, although the cause was not

established. Later, Pressouyre and Bernstein 2 .9and Asaoka4 proved that Ti and TiC

particles were effective traps for hydrogen and could ameliorate embrittlement in some

cases. In the related field of temper embrittlement, Ti additions have been found to be

beneficial in suppressing this phenomenon also and some workers have claimed that

40.42
trapping of metalloids by Ti precipitates is also responsible

Titanium in solid solution in iron may also affect the plastic deformation properties

A' .
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in the presence of internal hydrogen. Bernstein 4 found, through measurements of reduced

"friction" stress in Petch type analyses, that Fe-0. 15% Ti was softened by internal

hydrogen. It waL. suggested at the time., that hydrogen may promote dislocation breakaway

from carbon or nitrogen "pinning" points. Kimura172 and co-workers also found hydrogen

induced softening in high purity iron. These workers suggested that Bernstein's

observations were caused by the "gettering" of interstitials by Ti and subsequent softening

of the purified matrix by hydrogen. The same authors also conducted experiments on Fe

-0.6 atomic %Ti and found that this material was hardened by cathodic hydrogen.

Titanium-hydrogen complex barriers to dislocation movement were suggested as a possible

cause. Titanium additions to experimental alloys have since been found to reduce

32,52.53.S4susceptibility to hydrogen in dynamic testing situations

Hence, a body of fundamental findings concerning the hydrogen compatibility of the

Fe-Ti system exists from which some speculation about related composition steel behavior

may be attempted. The most logical candidate steels are the variety of HSLA

"microalloyed" steels based on titanium. These are reasonable choices since their

processing is essentially designed to produce fine alloy carbide precipitates ( i.e. Ti(C.N)

which refine the hot-rolled austenite grain size and hence, the transformed ferrite grain

size. The later may be further modified by additions of Mn less than 1.5% which

promote transformation to bainitic type microstructures rather than polygonal ferritic

microstructures n3 . The fine carbides in the ferrite matrix can also give rise to

precipitation hardening effects, raising the yield strength of these grades above 700 MPa

while retaining high ductility and toughness due to refined grain structure and a high

mobile dislocation density. Therefore, these alloys compositionally and microstructurally

.. represent a small deviation from the experimental binary systems which have been studied

V* and comprise realistic structural steel microstructures within which the trends of simple

microstructure trapping and plasticity effects can be tested for hydrogen environment

usage.

The studies conducted for this thesis utilized an HSLA acicular ferritic steel so that

o_
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TiC related trapping and their consequences on hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility could

be examined at moderate strength levels (o. > 700 MPa). This material was thermally

treated in order to produce precipitates with varying degrees of size, density and

coherency. The trapping properties have been determined for these microstructures through

analysis of transient hydrogen permeation data. The mechanical properties with internal

hydrogen have also been determined using uniaxial fixed strain rate and quasi-static

fracture mechanics type specimens. Through comparison of these various test results, a
-. .- better overall understanding of the role of trapping in hydrogen embrittlement is hoped to

I.N

be gained.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In a complete review of the metallurgical literature relevant to this study. one must

first examine the wealth of research which has been conducted on microalloyed HSLA

steels in addition to the detailed studies on Fe-Ti-C model alloys which have served to

isolate the effects of Ti on tempering reactions and mechanical properties.

Concurrently, the highly reactive nature of Ti as an alloying element in Fe has

prompted numerous studies aimed at determining its role in well recognized. but ill-

characterized phenomena, such as temper and hydrogen embrittlement. It is generally

recognized that Ti plays a beneficial role here, but the mechanism(s) through which this

occurs is(are) not well known in all cases.

Additionally it is necessary to selectively examine the published research which has

attempted to relate detailed characterization of microstructure to lydrogen effects on

tensile properties as well as sub-critical cracking in ferrous alloys.

2.1. Physical Metallurgy of Ti-HSLA Steels

The use of Ti as a microalloying additive is a relatively recent practice in

comparison to the use of more common elements such as Nb and V. Initially its use was

* limited to that of strengthening and for sulfide shape control'. However, the modern

applications of these alloying elements (ie. Ti. Nb, and V) in low carbon steels have

given rise to "controlled-rolled" steels and "microalloyed" steels. In both cases, multiple

benefits stemming from the presence of the carbide formers are realized.

W%
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In "controlled-rolled" steels, the precipitation of fine nitrides. carbonitrides or

carbides during hot rolling produces an ultrafine ferrite grain size" The presence of

small precipitates (<IOOOA) and the fine ferrite grain size produce significant increases in

both strength and toughness. The precipitation of the fine precipitates is essential due to

the fact that the preferred sites for nucleation are austenite grain boundaries. This
"-A

effectively increases the recrystallization stop temperature allowing for refinement of the

austenite structure by continued recrystallization as well as "pancaking" the austenite grain

- before transformation, producing a finer transformed structure. Additionally, as for the

, case of microalloyed steels, microalloy carbide precipitates are instrumental in delaying

" . recrystallization of ferrite in quenched and tempered steels due to the inhibition of

dislocation sub-structure movemen'. This also arises from dislocations being preferred

sites for carbide nucleation.
[e

Elements like titanium are also instrumental in inducing a strong crystallographic

-o'/ texture in these steels, usually of the (112) (11 0] types. As this cube-on-corner texture

becomes more intense, the impact transition temperature is lowered, as discussed by

Pickering6. Meyer has proposed that-tis strong propensity for a recrystallization texture

in interstitial free steels is due to retardation of recrystallization by precipitatesY, in

analogy with the effect of AIN particles in aluminum killed sheet steels. The texture

hardening in these steels may allow average plastic strain ratio (k) values in the range of

1.8 to 2.2, offering excellent deep-drawability.
-....

*- An additional and highly attractive role of titanium is that of sulfide shape control.

In normal Al-killed C steels, sulfur is gettered by Mn. These sulfides tend to elongate at

hot rolling temperatures due to a relatively low melting temperature. This produces a

well known anisotropy of toughness properties as well as an increased tendency towards

lamellar tearing. Due to its greater affinity for S. Ti changes the sulfide phase to the

carbosulfide Ti C S which has a much higher melting temperature and therefore tends to

* have a smaller aspect ratio than MnS .

.-
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As in the case of Si. Ti has a well known affinity for 0. N. and C. The

thermodynamic strength of this attraction is quantified in Fig. 2-1 taken from Chino and

Wada. This pronounced susceptibility for oxide formation in liquid iron requires that the

steel be completely Al-killed before the addition of Ti. The somewhat lower, but still

substantial attraction for N allows for the formation of the phase TiN in liquid iron.

This phase is quite evident mnetal lographical ly from its sharp-edged cuboidal inorpholocv.

Additional findings by Chino and Wada have shown that the solubility of this phase in

austenite at 1200 0C is so limited that it may be considered insoluble.

+10
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Intermediate between the pure nitride and carbide phases is the formation of the

carbosulfide phase. Meyer. Heisterkamp and Lauterborn7 have characterized this sequence

of precipitation schematically as

TiN -+Ti CS - TiC

Ultimately any residual Ti left the solution after the reaction of 0. S and N will

be combined as the carbide phase or retained in solution.

Considerable attention has been given to the precipitation of TiC in steels both from

an industrial and fundamental viewpoint. The limited, but substantial solubility of TiC in

austenite has been empirically determined by Irvine eLaL and may be described by the

equation:
"" •lngsE~i]C] •-7000log --TiC -0 * 2.75 (2.1)

where the concentrations are in weight percent and T in °L The solubility of this

phase is showli graphically in Fig. 2-2 This predict that at leat 0.2 wL% TiC may be

dissolved in solution at 12500C. -

Two different precipitated morphologies of TiC in ferrite have been studied. In

quenched and tempered low carbon martensitic or acicular ferriUc matrices, TiC

precipitates at dislocations and low angle boundaries ' If the austemte is transformed

isothermally or by continuous cooling, a banded carbide dispersion may arise due to

* repeated nucleation of the carbide phase along the y/a interfaces as they sweep through

the austenite grains, as demonstrated by Freemani''. Campbell 1 4 showed, in an Fe-

.- 12Cr-0.2C alloy, that these interfaces advance by the movement of highly mobile
b -13

-* incoherent ledges. as described by Aaronson. The precipitates nucleate along the low

energy "ledges" of these interfaces since the risers themselves are too mobile to allow

sufficient time for precipitation. In the transformation range 6000C - 800" typical TiC

paticle diameters may range from 10 - 200 A in size. Youle eta ,.- have studied the
aging behavior of TiC and have found that the TiC phase has a Baker-Nutting type

orientation with the surrounding ferrite ie.

. ° ~
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Figure 2-2: Temperature dependence of TiC solubility in

austenite.

(001)lall (001) 0] (2.2)

Through ring matching of F! M images they also determined that the particles passed

* through a classical sequence of coherent (030A) to semi-coherent (,%-30-20OAk) to

incoherent ( 200A). They also found that a spheroidal morphology dominated throughout

the aging processes; suggesting that surface energy considerations rather than strain energy

0 were dominating the shape.

The effect of the TiC phase on mechanical properties of ferritic steel has been

studied in depth by several authors'.79 21.1.1.11 It should be kept in mind that

* strengthening of the final ferrite phase results from affects of TiC on austenite
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recrystallization. texture hardening, sub-grain pinning in ferrite, solid solution strengthening

as well as classical precipitation strengthening. Earlier work at U.S. Steel Research on Ti

"lettered' iron has revealed that other solutes (both substitutional and interstitial) give rise

to alterations of the mechanical response of iron. In a review of this work, Leslie' 9

concluded, for example., that Ti(CN) particles could raise the work hardening rate of iron

at small strains. Other interactions with substitutional elements were also suspected, but

applications to strengthening in low alloy steels were not discussed. Freeman and

Honeycombe t' characterized the strengthening due to the TiC phase in both quench and

tempered and isothermally transformed steels containing 0.55, 0.25 (-w 0.43 v/o TiC) and

0.13% Ti and a stoichiometric amount of carbon. Maximum hardening occurred on

transforming at 600*C although no lower temperature data was discussed. The average

particle size in this microstructure was approximately 50, determined by FIM. In the

quenched and tempered treatment the highest strength was found on aging at 6500C.

Strength levels using quench and temper treatments were generally higher, due to the

residual stresses, gram refinement and dislocation substructure resulting from the quench.

Bate and Honeycombe 2 attempted to isolate the individual contributions to strengthening

in the isothermally transformed microstructure and predicted a contribution of more than

550 MPa due to precipitation hardening at a transformation temperature of 6004.

compared to only 124 MPa due to grain size refinement. These findings are consistant

'p with similar studies by Herrnstein et a/." and Smith et /. 21 Fig. 2-3 shows a continuous

cooling diagram developed by the later authors for a 0.06%C, 0.23 %Ti steel showing that

cooling following a finishing temperature of 6500C can produce strength levels in excess

of 100 ksi (690 MPa). Thefe authors attribute the enhanced strength after this thermal

treatment to a combination of titanium carbonitride precipitation during transformation

.. from austenite and ferrite gram size refinement. Steels for these applications usually

contain anywhere from 0.5 to 2.0% Mn in order to avoid the higher temperature

transformation to polygonal ferrite. In their studies of the strengthening of ferrite by

titanium. Meyer and co-workers 7 and Gladmn .at /.2 have determined that the most

effective size range for strengthenin by TiC is 20-IOA. This precipitation hardening

,% d
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effect may be explained through Ashby's23 treatment of the Orowan theory of dispersion

strengthening which in final form is given by

• a 5 .9 Inf ( X ) (2.4)"-" x2.5 x 10"'

-- where:

or x uniaxial flow stress, MPa
f a particle volume fraction
'= mean planar intercept diameter of particles

. \I II

900 \5%-ferrite

-- 800-

"-00

"-.. 95 %-ferrite
CL

~600 ~58,000 ksi:"m -600- \ . Y

\ - 105 ,OOOksi

,.,'.." 500- -
.. 0 a* u 80,000 ksi

- 0 10 100 1000
TIME (sec)

Figure 2-3: Continuous cooling curve for 0.06%C.
0.23%Ti steel showing final yield strength dependence on
cooling rate.

Fig. 2-4 graphically compares the predicted strengthening from such a mechanism

with estimated experimental values showing good agreement.

" The toughness of low-alloy steels depend on many factors. In a review of factors

affecting the toughness of alloy steels. Honeycombe ; lists the following factors that

contribute to good fracture toughness:

1. Fine austenitic and consequently fine ferritic grain size.

2. Clean steel with only fine inclusions.

:.S:
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Figure 2-4: Comparison of experimental precipitation
hardening in microalloyed steels to Ashby-Orowan model.

V. 3. Absence of coarse carbide particles and grain boundary carbides

4. Small mean free dislocation path

.4 5. Absence of pre-existing micro-cracks

Titanium in small amounts cad certainly affect the first four of these factors and

the low overall alloy content in HSLA steels provides some insurance against the last by

lessening the likelihood of cracking during cooling or quenching.

Titanium, in general, has been shown to lower the notch-impact transition

temperature of iron 1 . Freeman's 2 study of a 0.STi-0.19%C steel specifically compared

the ductilities of isothermally transformed and quench and tempered microstructures. At

equsialent yield strengths of approx. 800 Na, the isothermally transformed specimen

showed %RA values 17 times greater than the quench and temper microstructure (85% RA

in the former compared to only 5% in the latter). If an equivalent austenite grain size

-' prior to transformation is assumed, the difference must lie in the mode and homogeneity

of precipitation as well as the resultant ferrite grain structure and dislocation density.

0 The ferrite is usually polygonal after complete isothermal transformation and strength is

primarily derived from the homogeneously dispersed uniform carbide density. In contrast.

.4
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In contrast, the strength of the quench and tempered steels is derived mainly from the

refined acicular ferrite structure and the usually high (,,10 cm " ) quenched-in dislocation

density. It is also possible that a different transformation texture or interlath orientation

match-up may be responsible for these ductility differences. It is even possible that

microscopic quench cracking may occur in these steels. These findings warrent more in-

depth structure/property characterization for these microstructures.

The role of titanium as an austenite and ferrite grain refiner as well as a sulfide

shape controller has been discussed earlier in this chapter. One may imagine that coarse

carbide particles would not be a problem in steels containing elements which form very

fine carbide dispersions such as Ti, Nb and V. This is true when these steels are

transformed above 500* C, however, at lower temperatures the alloy carbide is preceded by

the normal sequence of f -carbide followed by cementite, since the rate controlling

processes for these phases are the diffusion of carbon in, a-iron and self diffusion in iron.

22.24
respectively . The cementite phase coarsens quite rapidly in the temperature range

400-500C. Gladman &t &j.23 have shown that above a critical size for cementite of

about 2-5/am the impact transition temperature is raised considerably. In addition, a

coarse carbide structure may also allow for longer mean free dislocation paths, producing

pile-up stress concentrations leading to low-ductility (cleavage) failure. In this

temperature regime, an additional effect of alloying elements may also be observed, namely

that of retarding the coarsening of cementite24 . The best known example of this is the

action of Si. which segregates from growing cementite particles due to its low solubility

in Fe 3C. The build-up of Si near these particles repels C due to a highly positive

interaction coefficient between these two elements in ferrite. This action of silicon has

led to its use in low alloy steels such as AISI 4340 to produce the common 300M

grade, which allows tempering in temperature regimes where carbide associated

embrittlement would otherwise be observed. The build-up of silicon in the matrix raises

the local activity of carbon, slowing the growth of the carbide particle. Additionally

* carbide formers such as Cr, Mo and W are known to slow coarsening either by entering

J ianto the carbide phase or by competing for C with growing Fe C particles. The

'p
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consequences of this are to supress the tempering reactions to higher temperatures and

longer times.

2.2. Hydrogen Trapping in Iron

It has been well accepted, since the early study of Darken and Smith' , that the

anomalous hydrogen diffusivity values measured in iron and steel at or near ambient-

temperatures are due to microstructural trapping. The overlap of trapping and acute

embrittlement susceptibility in many steels hints of a possible connection between the two.

Again, the published literature connected with this phenomenon is considerable, and

detailed reviews of previous work have been conducted by several authors 26 " . This

present survey will focus only on relevant previous work to help characterize the trapping

capability of Ti substitutional atoms and TiC precipitates in iron and steel.

A highly detailed study of trapping by Ti and TIC in iron has been conducted by

Pressouyre2  and analyses of his results have been published as welL His analysis of

trapping was obtained through permeation transients using an electrochemical cell originally

developed by Devanathan and Stachurski" s. His results showed that titanium atoms are

essentially reversible, low occupancy traps for hydrogen with an interaction energy of 0.27

eV and incoherent TiC particles were large occupancy, irreversible traps with an

interaction energy of 0.98 eV with hydrogen in ferrite. Following these studies, direct

evidence for trapping at TIC particles was obtained by Asaoka et &I.1. using high

resolution tritium autoradiography. Recently. Brass 17 has studied the hydrogen permeation

properties of 42 CD4 (AISI 4140) steel with and without modifying additions of Ti and

V. It was found that the carbides in the modified alloy had an approximate composition

of (TiV)2 MoC and were present as a much finer ((2001) dispersion when compared to

the cementite (MC) in the standard alloy. Most significantly, the (Ti.V) modified

precipitates were found to be very deep trapping sites for hydrogen, as judged from

hydrogen permeability. More recently, Kimura of al.3 have investigated the plastic flow

properties of high purity -0.6 atom% Ti alloys following cathodic pre-charging with

.o
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H. These workers found an increase in flow stress and hardening rate when H was

present. Since purified Fe specimens displayed softening under similar conditions, it was

concluded that the hardening was due to a strong interaction of H with Ti and glissile

-,, dislocations.

lino and Yazima36 have studied the hydrogen permeation properties of Ti-bearing

experimental steels and found a distinct retarda,.iin in rise time for an increasing Ti

concentration, as well as a distinct "intermediate" plateau which was predicted by their

model for traps which exhibit diminished release of hydrogen. They concluded from

comparison of their permeation transients and models for combined trapping effects that

certain precipitates of titanium act as irreversible traps for hydrogen and that titanium

substitutional atoms act as reversible trap centers, in confirmation with Pressouyre's earlier

findings.

The explanation for a hydrogen interaction with microstructural heterogeneities may

' be traced to chemical or mechanical origins' depending on the particular trap site and host

crystal structure. A strong interaction of hydrogen with titanium in steel is immediately

suggested by the highly enthalpic value of the first order interaction coefficient, e t in
37i

liquid iron at 16000 C. Elliott et. al. 7 placed this value at -3.85 compared to values

>-0.10 for most other alloying elements in liquid iro. Additionally, the strong attraction

of titanium for hydrogen may be rationalized in terms of a large negative AG value for

the reaction.

TiC(s) + 2H a TiH (s) C (2.5)

'11

Also, as suggested by Friedel s a possible electronic attraction exists since, upon

. dissolving in iron hydrogen must ionize and in so doing gives up its electron to the

- conduction band. Titanium being to the left of hydrogen on the periodhc table would be

expected to have a somewhat stronger attraction for this "free" electron and the associated

,..k, hydrogen atom.

The basis for an interaction between hydrogen and TiC particles in ferrite may be

based on a free energy of formation value for the reaction

bae n nry-ecu
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TiC (s) 2H Ti (s) *C (2.6)

as shown by Pressouyre. but the calculated AG values are numerically smaller in

magnitude than those for this titanium hydride formation. It is more likely that the

interaction stems from the high interfacial energy of TiC in ferrite and possible strain

fields associated with coherent particles (d < 30A ) and semi-coherent particles ( d <

.I 200A ). Asaoka ' suggests that the interaction stems from a particle matrix interface

factor and, in analogy with earlier studies of Lapasset on maraging steels, puts the

binding enthalpy near -14.5 kcal/mole. These observations are consistent with the FIM

results of Youle eLaL1 G who suggested a high interfacial energy as implied from a

persistence of spheroidal morphology for this phase.

The trapping potency of TiC has led to studies aimed at determining its possible use

to ameliorate temper embrittlement susceptibility in alloy steels containing Sb and

P. beyers et. al.o analyzed trapping of Sb in a Fe-Ti-C alloy. These studies used a Fe-

C binary which had been ion-implanted with Sb and TL Following annealing at 600°C.

the Sb and Ti profiles, as determined by ion backscattering, showed coincidence. This

shift in Sb to align with the Ti was taken as evidence of trapping by fine TiC particles,
.J.

as the latter were readily found through TEM examination. Possible trapping at Ti

substitution atoms was not accounted for, although the local Ti concentration far exceeded

the stoichiometric quantity required for complete carbide formation.

Pillar and co-workers"1 conducted field-ion analyses of Fe-Ti-C and Fe-Ti-Sb-C

alloys and found by direct observation of a particle/matrix interface and quantitative

analysis that considerable segregation of Sb to TiC precipitates had occurred. The authors

concluded that the segregation was caused by combined chemical and strain field effects.

In a similarly oriented study. Erhart eLal.42 studied the possible reduction of grain

" boundary segregation of P in iron through Ti alloying additions. They found that Ti

additions to pure iron caused a decrease in P concentration at prior y boundaries. In

0
,Z. '-
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quatenary Fe-Ti-C-P alloys, however, precipitation of TiC caused an enhancement of grain
boundary segregation of phosphorus, although at higher C concentrations P segregation was

reduced by displacement from the boundaries by C. It was determined that at

stoichiometrically matched Ti:C levels, the P concentration at boundaries was lowei than

for a carbon free Fe-P alloy with an equivalent amount of P. This difference was

attributed to trapping of P at TiC interfaces5 .

.. Although these studies make apparent the fact that Ti and Ti-based precipitates in

• "., iron are effective trap sites, the obvious shortcoming of these studies for the most part is

that no detailed correlation between precise microstructural parameters such as precipitate

morphology and distribution, free Ti content, and trapping properties has been made.

Therefore it should be kept in mind that most of the trapping properties of these various

Sstudies have been deduced but not proven.

:- 2.3. Hydrogen Effects on Mechanical Properties of Fe-Ti Alloys

The literature reviewed in this section will deal most specifically with previous

'-. work on the role of microstructure ou hydrogen embrittlement of low-alloy steels.

Additionally. previous studies which attempted to isolate the role of Ti and TiC

precipitates an hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility will also be covered.
-F

The effects of H on iron and iron based alloys have been studied extensively and it

is not our purpose here to exhaustively review this body of literature. Particularly useful

reviews of the literature have been conducted by Hirth', Bernstein and Thompson 4 ' " , and

Birnbaum'.

Specifically. Berstein' 7 ' '  conducted the earliest studies which characterized the

0 effect of Ti on mechanical properties of hydrogen charged iron. In his comparison of

deformation of partially decarburized iron and Fe-O.l5%Ti, he found that hydrogen

, "increased the measured Petch slope in the former while having minimal effect in the latter

case. This difference was accounted for by the scavenging effect of Ti on C and N, and
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also the preicted attraction of H for Ti and Ti precipitates in Fe. It was also

determined that the friction stress in both cases was lowered by dissolved hydrogen.

Curiously. the aforementioned results of Kimura 5 indicated a pronounced hardening upon

uptake of hydrogen. These descrepancies have not been accounted for to date.

In a study of cathodic charging induced cracking in iron. Bernstein4" found that the

Setterng of interstitials by Ti promoted intergranular cracking compared to other partially

purified iron grades. Bernstein and Rath" did determine that for a given grain size and

charging current density, Ti gettered iron exhibited fewer cracks than Ferrovac iron.

Also, from the kinetics of the frequency of damage, a plateau for the Fe-O.15Ti alloy,

absent in the Ferrovac ron. was revealed. Pressouyre 32 examined these findings in greater

detail and he found that increasing Ti concentrations could decrease the extent of cracking

in iron by reversible trapping and in so doing could also delay the kinetics. In contrast.

irreversible traps, in the form of TiC particles did not effect the extent of damage but

could change the kinetics and prolong the low damage "plateau" during charging. Similar
J. U.

static charging results have been reported by Takahashi for fisbscale formation in an

enameling steel. These researchers -determined that a low density of surface fissures

V.* corresponded to a high density of fine "coherent- TiC preipitates and a low measured

value of hydrogen diffusivity.

The ameliorating effects of Ti on embrittlement of iron have also been observed

32 .2 53
under dynamic loading conditions by Pressouyre and Bernstein , Kuslitski , Archakov

* and Stevens et aL. In particular, Pressouyre and Bernstein modelled the interaction of

internal hydrogen with mobile (dislocation) traps and fixed (Ti atoms. TiC particles, grain

-. boundaries. etc.) traps. In this model, the authors considered that moving dislocations

could "carry" hydrogen and deposit it at stronger irreversible trap sites, such as TiC. Ti

atoms were considered as sources of hydrogen for the moving dislocations and as such

may be deleterious to overall resistance. Their experimental results coincided with the

model predictions; the best ductility was found for material containing a fine dispersion of

TiC particles and a low concentration of free Ti. Large TiC precipitates present at grain

o_



boundaries promoted an intergranular failure mode. The work of Stevens et al. generally

demonstrated the same trend in properties. In this study, performed on the identical steel

heat reported in this thesis, it was demonstrated that enhanced ductility following cathodic

charging corresponded with direct precipitation of a fine (20-40A) TiC precipitate

population. In an unaged and charged condition, tis material developed no measurable

%RA whereas after aging at 6000C and an equivalent charging process. the same uniaxial

tensile test produced almost 60 %RA at failure. It should be noted that these reported

results represent a contradicting trend in properties by comparison with the present

findings on nominally the same alloy. Although tis will be discussed later in this

document, it is felt that the discrepancy lies in the inhomogeneous distribution of tramp

elements (P and S) and associated inclusions in this heat.

An additional microstructural consideration which has been observed5 5  to be

important in determining hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility is the presence of inclusions.

* . It is well known that macroinclusions ( > I/m) participate in the early stages of ductile

separation and thus greatly affect the fracture strain in the absence of hydrogen . In the

presence of internal hydrogen these inclusions are deleterious traps as they are preferred

crack initiation sites. Under the influence of an external stress, large MnS inclusions as

well as coarsened carbide particles produce a stress concentration in the microstructure

which may induce a hydrogen flux to the region. Dislocation transport associated with

plastic relaxation in these areas may enhance the hydrogen flux, in the manner suggested

-> by Bastien and Azou , Tien et and Louthan et 8l. . Once accumulated near these

O particles, the hydrogen may recombine, possibly aided by the chemistry of the inclusion, to

form a void or it may induce cracking, as shown by Iino'' n~. Craig and Krauss 6° have

observed flat fracture zones emanating from MaS type inclusions in a 4130 steel. A

fracture mode change to one displaying tear ridges was observed in this study similar to

* . those found by Takeda and McMahon in HY-130 steel61 .

%* -. o"
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2.4. Temper Embrittlement in Fe-Ti Alloys

Since the conclusive work of Steven and Balajiva" which proved that Sb. P and to

a lesser extent, Sn and As were the primary cause of temper embrittlement many studies

have been conducted to understand the microstructural parameters necessary for the

manifestation of this phenomenon. A vast majority of the work in this country has been

conducted by McMahon and co-workers. An excellent review of gram boundary

phenomena in iron and steel has been prepared by McMahon as well as by Briant and
,:"-. Banerjie and .Seh '.

As pointed out by Low 0' integranular fracture may be induced by at least two

" different causes; 1) gram boundary precipitates or 2) gram boundary impurity segregations.

This survey will deal primarily with the latter and specifically the role of Ti in mitigating

such behavior.

Although the low temperature fracture mode in iron is normally transgranular

cleavage. it is possible to induce an intergranular failure mode through high temperature

quenching. Early work of Rees and -Hopkins6" suggested that this was due to segregation

of oxygen to these boundaries. Their findings were later substantiated by studies of

McMahon , Low70 and Kumar and Raman". These workers all found that C could

modify this behavior by scavenging 0 at boundaries if allowed to segregate during slow

* 'cooling. Rellick and McMahon72 later elucidated the role of oxygen in this phenomenon

by adding Al and Ti as getters for oxygen. Both of these additives were found to

eliminate intergranular failure although Al was judged to be more effective in this role.

Jolly and Goux s have found a similar effect of Al and Ti in iron although S was held

responsible. Rack-' later suggested that the reduced ability of Ti to suppress intergranular

' failure compared to Al was due to titanium scavenging of other elements such as C..-4.

weakening the deoxidizing effect. He additionally attributed better low temperature

properties of Fe-Ti alloys to the elimination of coarse carbides which were present in Fe-

* C and Fe-Al alloys. Increasing titanium contents somewhat counterbalanced these observed

x a.
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gains by increased solid-solution strengthening of the ferrite. It should be noted that these

results are further supported by the aforementioned hydrogen induced cracking studies of

Rath and Bernstein' °.

Titanium has also been analyzed for its effects in more conventional two-step

temper embrittlement. a phenomon often observed in alloy steels tempered in the range of

6000C and either slow cooled through the temperature range 375S-560C or subjected to

. service temperatures in this range. Generally, P and Sb are the usual segregating species

.3 ..sin these cases.

Ohtani et a/.75 have found that Cr may enhance the segregation of these elements

and Ni may cosegregate with the embrittling elements. Initial studied by these authors

-., concluded that Sb (and P) doped 3.5Ni-l.7%Cr alloys were highly embrittled due to a

cooperative build-up of Ni and Sb at grain boundaries. This affect was rationalized in

terms of an earlier model of Rellick and McMahon" which suggested that the segregation

of Sb resulted from solute redistribution during carbide precipitation rather than

equilibrium segregation. By gettering C. Ti prevented the low temperature formation of

M C type carbides, thereby eliminating embrittlement. In a later study these same authors
re-evaluated their findings to conclude instead that a benign Ni-Ti interaction occurred 3 .

.1. In contrast to this approach. several authors have attributed the beneficial effect of
Ti as well as other carbide formers such as V and Mo to their direct interaction with Sb

and P in solution. Graham and Yen studied the segregation kinetics of P in a Ti

bearing Ni-Cr steel and found a marked decrease in P segregation to free surfaces and

concluded that the Ti addition lowered the concentration of P in solution. Indeed the

work of Kaneko et a/.s earlier demonstrated that Ti readily precipitated P as phosphides in

-0 a-iron. Guttman' has suggested that Ti may have a similar affect on Sb.

Relevant to these studies are the aforementioned studies of Meyers et a/.,4 and
.. .'

Erhart er a/. The study of Meyers' established a correspondence between Ti and Sb

profiles in iron and suggested that this was due to trapping by TiC precipitates. These
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V.
authors, however, did not account for solute Ti interactions with Sb, which certainly wee

warrented in light of the high Ti:C ratios in their material. The study of Erhart eta/.

established that an addition of 0.18% Ti to iron could reduce grain boundary

concentrations of P from above 30% to less than 5%. In systems containing C. this

ability (to reduce segregation) was reduced at all but very high C concentrations.
"177

Spitzig 1  also found that the detrimental effects of phosphorous on the impact transition

temperature of Ti gettered Fe was reduced in the presence of carbon. It was concluded

that some trapping at TiC interfaces occurred since the P concentration at boundaries with

stoichiometric Ti and C additions was lower than for higher Ti:C ratios. Recent studies

by Pickering et /.* using FIM techniques demonstrated, however, that P was rejected

• from the vicinity of a TiC particle in iron and did not segregate to the boundary to any

great extent. The results of these studies thus. do not allow a conclusive decision

regarding the nature of metalloid trapping (and hence amelioration of temper

embrittlement) by Ti or TiC.

Additional support for the generally beneficial effects of alloying elements on temper

embrittlement has recently been provided by Ustinovshchikov . In this study. the author

assessed the role of the carbide formers Mo. V. and Cr and the sequence of precipitation

on transition temperature and fracture mode in a series of steels. In all cases, the results

revealed that the precipitation of the equilibrium carbide phase (Mo2C, VC or Cr C) was

accompamed by an increase in impact transition temperature and an increased trend for

intergranular fracture. It was concluded that carbide formers present in solid solution

retain P due to a strong interaction energy, suppressing the diffusion of the latter to gram

boundaries. When the carbide former is depleted from solid solution. P is free to

segregate to gram boundaries inducing the intergranular fracture mode.

Finally the possibility of combined temper and hydrogen embrittlement has been

studied by several authors'". Early evidence for this was provided by Cabral ea/."

using a Ni-Cr steel. When temper embrittled at 500°C. the material displayed a lower

threshold for cracking in an H S4 solution as well as a fracture mode change from

S.
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transgranular to intergranular. Similar results were found by Yoshino and McMahon8 . and

Briant et a/." in an HY-130 steel.

Although these trends have been repeatedly demonstrated, no adequate mechanism of

the hydrogen-impurity interaction has been developed. It is interesting to note that many

of the known embrittling segregants (Sb. Sn and P) are "poisons" for the recombination

reaction of hydrogen. as shown by Berkowitz and McCright'7 . It may then be imagined

that the boundaries may be preferred sites for hydrogen ingress at the surface, as

suggested by Latanision and Opperhauser" for nickel. For the case of internal hydrogen.

it is not known if hydrogen and the impurities merely add their degrading effects on

cohesive strength or whether a more complex synergism exists through which the interface

is weakened.

2.5. Hydrogen Induced Crack Nucleation and Growth

The use of fixed strain rate experiments such as smooth tensile tests have proven

useful in characterizing materials of high inherent ductility, but are not particularly useful

for understanding the mechanisms of hydrogen induced failure nor do they reveal the

kinetics of the process. An alternative and widely accepted technique is to measure the

kinetics of crack growth due to a driving force such as the Mode I stress intensity

factor, K n. This technique has been used extensively for stress corrosion cracking and

hydrogen embrittlement testing'0

.'

Wiederhorn"I was the first to recognize the general response of crack velocity versus

stress intensity in a "static fatigue" test and this relationship is graphically depicted in

Fig. 2-5. Stages I and II are generally believed to arise from an environmental

influence on the material and Stage III is an intrinsic, unstable crack extension region.

The review here will focus on stages I and II: empirical findings will be covered first

followed by previous attempts to model the results.

* Studies of Stage I cracking may be considered essentially as attempts to define the

a%." ... . .- .? . ,.'~ - ~ .. -, - . -. - .. ...- ? I * . . .-. . . -.- -,-:.- a .a . .-. .. %.',, - % ,. a'.."..'.. '~. -. '. ,,'.; , %%,
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threshold K for cracking in that environmenL Williams and Nelson'92 have reviewed a

great body of data and found in general that the reported K Values for steel increase

proportionally to TA where a L 14 to 2.0 and decrease with log p. for studies conducted

in Pressurized gaseous H. Additionally. the threshold values tend to increase with

,.-2 2

decreasing strength level. Interestingly, there was no temperature dependence of K for
INb

the same materials (4130) tested in distilled water. The explanation most likely lies in

0 the importance Of temperature In determining the gaseous surface reaction kinetics as

opposed to a relatively insignificant role in the aqueous reactions in the temperature

4,'..GR W H1

- (LOG SCA"E
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regime studied. The relationship with pressure cannot be directly explained by a Sievert's

law relationship since the observed relationship was

Kh- P-0.2 (2.7)
th

A possible explanation for this discrepancy is an effect of absorbed hydrogen on

local plasticity and the crack tip radius, hence altering the K level. There has been no

explanation for this effect to date. The effect of strength level is consistent qualitatively

with an increased tendency for crack tip blunting and a lessening of the stress gradients

ahead of the crack tip, as discussed by Rice". This would require more hydrogen over

larger volumes of material to operate the cracking mechanism. This is dependent, of

can-se, on the microstructure which will determine the operative mechanism. In general.

previous workers have found that refined grain sizes as well as precipitates (carbides and

inclusions) and improved cleanliness (for improved grain boundary integrity) all contribute

to increased threshold values° .

Stage II cracking displays a lessened dependency on K and in some cases, may

become virtually independent of K. for the latter case, Nelson and Williams 9* 5 and Wei

, and co-workers 97'9  have attempted to quantify the combined process kinetics by

examining the relationship of log6 v1  versus I/T. At low temperatures in gaseous H2

(0eC > T > -100 0 C) the activation energies are consistent with hydrogen diffusivity in

the material. At higher temperatures there is an abrupt change in properties and the

observed stage II crack velocity begins to decrease with increasing temperature, probably

reflecting a shift in surface reaction equilibria or kinetics. Gangloff and Wei s found that

the pressure dependence on the transition temperature followed a Clausius-Clapyron type

'relationship yielding a "heat of transformation" of about 50 kJ/mol for two different

* nearaging grades. The meaning of this value was not suggested at the time. Williams

and Nelson9 previously showed that the stage II velocity could be made to further

increase with increasing temperature, by partially dissociating the hydrogen gas, further

* suggesting a shift in surface reaction behavior.

S. N
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The dependence of v on H pressure does vary with temperature as was

demonstrated by Nelson and Williams9 . At low temperatures. where thermally dependent

growth does follow an Arrhenius type relationship, a Sievert's law dependence is observed.

In aqueous conditions the stage 1I velocity for 4130 steel is highly sensitive to

temperature, as was found in H-li" and 4340"00. The absence of apparent Arrhenius type

behavior in these studies suggests that the surface entry reactions dominate the kinetics of

crack growth for this test configuration.

* The complications arising from surface reactions either in gas phase or aqueous

environments has prompted some work on pre-charged crack propagation specimens.

particularly by Gerberich and co-workers "' .  In all of these studies, well defined

.. thresholds and stage II behavior in general have been found, further supporting the general

role of dissolved hydrogen in sub-critical cracking. The following section of this review

,. will cover these studies of internal hydrogen induced cracking as well as associated

predictive models.

Although the environmental cracking studies mentioned above have not conclusively

identified the exact mechanism(s) of hydrogen embrittlement, some important features of
.the embrittlement process in general have become better understood through this technique.

Most notable are the contributions of Troiano n°3 , in particular his proposal that the triaxial

stress field at the tip of a stressed crack could produce activity gradients which would

induce long range hydrogen migration. Li, Oriani and Darken'04 developed a relationship

for the chemical potential of a species in a stressed matrix which can be related to an

equilibrium concentration,

C " C exp (2.8)

where V* is the partial molar volume and r is the hydrostatic stress. Coupled with

fracture mechanics estimates oi the stress field distribution around mode I cracks, several" workers have attempted to then model cracking kinetics. Oriani's °s decohesion model

predicts crack growth when the local normal stress to the crack plane reached the

%%%
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' maximum cohesive strength, which could be lowered by a sufficient quantity of dissolved

hydrogen. This model is limited in that valid crack tip radius values are needed and in

that it does not correctly predict crack growth dependency on H, pressure in Stage 1. van

Leeuwen later attempted to explain Oriani's data by introducing a crack tip opening

107displacement factor 3. which was developed by Burdekin and Stone

a - K (2.9)

and found a good fit between his predicted relationships of H, pressure vs K and

*Oriani's data.

Gerbericb and co-worers02 attempted to model internal and external hydrogen

induced cracking using continuum elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. Their model is based

* primarily on the pressure tensor gradient as the driving force for hydrogen diffusion in the

crack tip vicinity. For the case of internal hydrogen. stage I cracking is assumed to be

controlled by a primarily elastic field induced gradient. giving an enrichment at thresholdi,"a

of: 2 ( 1 +v )V .K h

C a C exp { HTh} - (2.10)Cr 3(2ffr)1/2 RT

The value of r then becomes the crack jump interval. Gerberich compared

empirical values of r from is own data and that of Oriani and Josephic to Rice's'3

proposed position of maximum normal stress, 26 where:

2a-K (2.11)

and found good agreement again. Assuming crack growth increments to be on the

order of a grain size, d, these authors finally arrived at a value for crack velocity
'.'-" da )2 ( 1I v )C D V K

da..-' AH (2.12)
dt/'' 3d 3 12RT(C -C)

a'" o

which predicts the expected linear dependency on K. The same authors assumed an
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elastic plastic gradient for stage II growth and for a constant crack tip radius derived the

following crack velocity relationship.

9 C D V2.
A (2.13)

- . 2d RT (Cc, - C.)

It was determined later that the crack tip radius was not constant but rose linearly

with stress intensity. The appended relationship was then

:':':d. 3 I •  R Cc -) do
dt CD Co' 1 KI/,Y & (AIn 1 + (2.14)

which curiously predicts a decreasing velocity for increasing K level. Finally the

authors consider Stage III cracking as a plastically controlled region and accordingly
-. 5.

modify the stress field assumption to Hill's slip-line field equation in plane strain yielding:
9 CD VK'

da o A
'.-.., 2 2Ed RT (CC 0)

The predictive capabilities are limited since crack path and growth step distance

must either be known or determined by experiment and the value of the term

D C
A o (2.16)

CC,

strongly determines the rate of crack growth. Assuming D a 2.2 x 10 cm 2 /sec,
A

Gerberich estimated C to be 2C. It is obvious that the ambiguity surrounding the

- values of D. C, and C make a critical assessment of Gerberich's model difficult at

best. Plastic zone trapping and general microstructural effects on DA have not and

" probably cannot be accounted for. Additionally, this model can only account for a single

9 fracture path and it relies on a knowledge of the initial hydrogen distribution.

By the most analytical approach to hydrogen induced cracking is that of van

* Leeuwe'' ".He effectively treats hydrogen induced cracking as a repetitive initiation

-._
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step by looking at the stress altered transient concentration gradient and assuming that

crack growth will occur when the concentration reaches a critical value at some point in

the plastic enclave. In the simplest form, the crack will grow a distance. /, after the

passage of a time. t , to build up the critical concentration, C; hence:
* -C C

V.-'- (2.17)
t

C

To a first approximation, this distance may be taken as the plastic radius:

ry + I p' 2  (2.18)

* and using the thin film solution to Fick's law gives:

/ p/2  2(D). (2.19)
C

and
-". 4D/

v a (2.20)
(l. p12)2

Using the slip line field solution for the stress distribution in front of the crack, he

showed that

K a pC ay (2) r
112 (l+p12) ' (/+p)' (2.21)o' '

Using appropriate values of Pc" the plastic constraint factor, and p, this simple

analysis appears to work well for high strength steels. Inclusion of the stress dependent

terms in Fick's Law involves a solution to the relation:

DV DV
"3C -VJ - DV 2C - H"(VCVff) - (2.22)

'- ,J

where the hydrostatic stress state, w. may be assumed to be elastic, viz.

a' -2(1 , K cos e (2.23)
3 (2fr),12  2

.
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or plastic

47n [2 *7 V n2 X ) (2.24)

It is obvious that both of these authors have made numerous assumptions about the

exact mechanism of crack growth and each have admitted the limitation of their respective

model. The uncertainty in p, the crack tip radius is certainly the most salient weakness.

Gerberich' ° attempted direct observations of this during his tests but these measurements

were made on the specimen surface. The role of dislocation density, sub-structure and

slip mode has largely been ignored as well as possible contributions to hydrogen flux by

moving dislocations. An additional question arises concerning the prediction and

observations of a decreasing crack velocity with increasing stress intensity. Although the

simple models of Gerberich and van Leeuwen predict this behavior, it is clear that an

alternate cause may be the observation of crack branching and toruosity often observed at

nearly constant crack growth rates. Brown"0 rationalized that in stage I. a side branch to

the main crack would experience a lower K value and would be suppressed by the kinetic

advantages of the strong K dependence of the main crack, which itself would continue to

shoot forward. However, in Stage II. a side branch would not experience a crack rate

penalty. due to the insensitivity to K, hence crack branching should be expected when the

crack velocity becomes constant. Carter's' analysis concluded that both a constant

velocity and critical value of K, K b were necessary for crack branching. Earlier. Clark
63b

and Irwin' suggested that branching may be encouraged by the fact that the normal

0. stress at a 606 incline to the crack plane was greater than that stress normal to the

- crack plane. An attempt to identify experimental parameters which may be manipulated in

order to control (or eliminate) this phenomenon has been made by Interrante and Low12

-. from a study on 2-1/4Cr-IMo steel where it was found that crack branching was

encouraged by high hardness and an L-T orientation to the original plate. It was also

observed that branching could be inhibited by wax-coating all but the notch plane prior to

immersion in the aqueous test medium. Alternate possibilities lie in the shape of the

plastic zone. An analysis by Tuba predicts a maximum chear stress (and extent of

0
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plastic zone) at an acute angle of 690 from the crack plane. If hydrogen can affect a

.' ." plastic instability, as suggested by Goldenberg et al. "s and Lee et a/. 5 cracking will

tend to occur along cl.aracteristic slip lines. An addition contribution to this may be

dislocation transport and enrichment along these trajectories 7 .

The studies of hydrogen induced crack growth using external sources have. in

retrospect. been hindered by the complexity surrounding hydrogen entry into the test

material as well as an inability to sufficiently define the state and distibution of stress at

the crack tip region. Studies of internal hydrogen induced cracking are a logical

circumvention of the first of these problems; however, the latter will still exist.
Hydrogen induced cracking using an internal hydrogen source should yield more

-'

information pertaining to the relative ability of the microstructure to deliver hydrogen to

the highly stressed region. By controlling the trapping characteristics of the matrix, it

should be possible to affect the cracking kinetics in a predetermined way. Certainly an

effect on Stage II cracking may be expected if transport of a critical hydrogen flux to

the crack tip is the controlling step. An influence on Stage I may even be observed if

the concentration of diffusing hydrogen is altered by the introduction of irreversible traps.

Therefore, combined study of trapping and hydrogen induced cracking is a likely candidate

for expanding our general knowledge of environment induced cracking.

-' 2.5.1. Assessment

The preceding review of the literature has certainly revealed the depth to which

previous research has gone to establish the action of titanium in the physical metallurgy of

iron and low alloy steels. It has been well characterized that small quantities of titanium

may strongly influence the strength and ductility of microalloyed steels. This is

principally achieved through the precipitation of Ti(C,N) at austenite grain boundaries

during hot-rolling, thus inhibiting recrystallization and grain growth of this phase prior to
* .. transformation. The fine- carbonitride produces a precipitation hardening effect while the

refined grain structure leads to both enhanced strength and toughness. Two distinct

SV
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. morphologies exist for TiC; one is produced through quench and aging where the carbide

precipitates heterogeneously at dislocations and grain boundaries and the other results from

repeated nucleation along glissile y / a boundaries during isothermal or continuous

transformation. Although the strength levels of alloys processed using the latter scheme

. are well described in terms of classical precipitation strengthening theory, there appear to

* - be some curious strength/toughness combinations resulting from the isothermal

- transformation mode. This is a likely area for future structure/property investigations on

microalloyed steels. It has also been observed that titanium imparts a favorable inclusion

shape control effect by forming non-deformable sulfides. This above effect may be partly
S...

responsible for enhanced toughness and stress corrosion cracking resistance.

As regards the role of Ti on hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility, there appears to

be a consensus opinion that this element is generally beneficial, although an exact

reasoning is far from established. Pressouyre and Bernstein 30 32 as well as others 171 have

well established the effect of solute Ti and TiC precipitates on the diffusivity and

permeability of H through iron. These studies have shown that the diffusivity of H in

iron is lowered by the presence of solute Ti through an apparently low energy reversible

trapping effectL More significantly. several authors have concurred that a more potent.

irreversible trapping effect of TiC precipitates takes place. Tritium autoradiography has

apparently established this directly for larger sized carbides, but there is disagreement

concerning the cause of this strong trapping and little or no information as to the role of

interfacial structure (coherency). A better correlation between TiC size. coherency and

trapping behavior is needed. Additionally, Bernstein' and Kimura et a/." have conducted

studies on relatively pure, Ti "gettered" iron in order to observe the more fundamental

6 effect of solute H on flow and friction stresses. Although both concluded that titanium

or titanium precipitates affected the results, these studies arrived at different conclusions.

Better controlled tests of this type must be undertaken in order to fully understand these

effects. For example, charging induced damage in this type of experiment has already

been identified as being responsible for so-called "softening" effects.

N ~ i ' , % *
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It has also been seen that titanium as well as other reactive elements, may enhance

*a steel's resistance to temper embrittlement apparently due once again to an attraction

between the culprit metalloids (P,S.Sb) and titanium. Unfortunately, the beneficial action

of titanium is even less well established here than in the hydrogen embrittlement studies.

Although occlusion of P and Sb at TiC interfaces has been suggested. there is ample

contradictory evidence which suggests that the most severe temper embrittlement

accompanies precipitation of the carbide former (i.e. Ti). This discrepancy is not only

important in its own right, but it holds serious consequences if TiC or similar strong

hydrogen traps are to be used in commercial grade steels. If the precipitation of strong.

effective hydrogen traps is accompanied by a temper embrittled microstructure, then

alternate means must be introduced in order to independently control the temper

Nembrittlement phenomenon, such as multiple alloying. This is done already in NiCrMoV

steels where Mo is the principle carbide former and V is added to (presumably) stabilize

the segregating species

Finally, previous work aimed at understanding the kinetics of hydrogen embrittlement

through the use of fracture mechanics type specimens has been reviewed. These

experiments have met with limited success mainly with materials of sufficient strength

where the complicating effects of crack tip plasticity could be minimized. It is generally

accepted that hydrogen induced cracking in these tests is preceded by diffusion of solute

hydrogen to the highly stressed region in front of the crack tip. Advances in the use of

this technique seem limited mostly by a lack of knowledge of the shape and scale of local

* plasticity at the crack tip and how the stress field is affected by the plastic zone shape.

This problem is compounded by the evidence collected by Goldenberg et al.'a and Lee et

. /., which indicates that slip and plasticity may in themselves be altered by the presence

-* of hydrogen. In spite of these difficulties, there is ample need to examine the role of

trapping in tests of hydrogen induced cracking kinetics. It is conceivable that, under

fixed hydrogen source concentrations and strength levels, the presence of traps may

d- influence both threshold K levels and Stage II cracking.

S.
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Chapter 3
Outline of Experimental Approach

The principal aims of this study have been to expand upon the findings of earlier

researchers, notably Pressouyre and Bernstein2
8 '' * 3 3 2 on Fe-Ti based alloys and their

related hydrogen embrittlement and trapping behavior. These authors established a close

tie between effects of Ti and Ti precipitates on hydrogen permeability and embrittlement

P % susceptibility in model alloy systems. The extent of embrittlement in previous work has

been determined through monitoring of static cathodic charging induced cracking (no

applied stresses) and ductility losses in tensile tests. These techniques lend themselves

well to studies of materials of low strength and high toughness which are not highly

sensitive to typical hydrogen sources. The comparisons of suceptibility to

T.. microstructurally controlled diffusivity are nonetheless of importance, but may not be

representative of the more complex albeit related, low-alloy steel response. This can be

envisioned by consideration of a stressed structural component possessing a sub-critical

crack-like flaw. The stress state in this situation is likely to comprise much higher

tensile stresses and likely a triaxial configuration. In addition, these stresses may be quite

localized in comparison to the effective component size and hydrogen source. Crack

- growth kinetics may be altered by hydrogen trapping in such a situation; however, this

" type of embrittlement is only likely to occur in alloys possessing sufficient strength so

that plastcity and related crack tip blunting (or arrest) adopt only a secondary or minor

role.

The material and experiments describe4 herein were chosen with these considerations

*" in mind. The principal alloy chosen, although not a classified grade is quite close in
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composition. microstructure and mechanical properties to a number of commercial acicular

ferrite. HSLA type steels which obtain their strength primarily from a refined ferrite grain

size and microprecipitation hardening. In this case, the precipitates were TiC(N) and

therefore the trapping of hydrogen at these particles, as demonstrated by Pressouyre2 ' and

others '7 3 , may be examined in this steel. Differences in trapping behavior were effected

by first solutionizing the alloy followed by aging at various temperatures, in order to vary

*-" the size, density. coherency and extent of precipitation. These. parameters were

characterized as closely as possible through transmission and field-ion microscopic

techniques.

4 The uniaxial tensile test using cathodically precharged specimens was used

extensively due mainly to its convenience and ease. These tests provide good baseline data

but should be restricted to internal comparison. since the nature of stresses in this test are

- ill-defined and many of the test parameters are not fixed (ie. strain rate). The higher

strength level of this steel enabled the use of fracture mechanics type testing in order to

simulate the more "realistic" configuration described earlier in this chapter. These

- experiments used "double cantilever beam" type specimens which were also cathodically

. precharged with hydrogen. This was done in order to establish a situation where large

scale diffusion of hydrogen to the crack tip region would be necessary for cracking.

*.' Tests using external hydrogen sources (gaseous or aqueous) have shown that surface entry

conditions may control (or limit) cracking and additionally, the diffusion distances from

the crack tp to crack reanitiation sites within the specimen may be quite small, preventing

unambiguous interpretation of cracking event frequency.

It is hoped, that careful comparison of each of these various tests will shed

"*D additional light on the role of microstructural traps on hydrogen induced cracking and

embrittlement.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Procedure

4.1. Material

Two separate experimental alloys were chosen for this study, although the bulk of

the work was performed on one. This alloy, with heat designation V113, was prepared by

• -U.S. Steel Research as a 45 kg ingot. (76 x 200 x 356 mm). reheated to 1260eC and

rolled directly to a 25 mm thickness. The finishing temperature was approximately IIIO°C

and the plate was subsequently air cooled. The other material, designated 704K017 was'Vt

prepared by Bethlehem Steel Research as a 136 kS vacuum-melted ingot, reheated to

1230'C and rolled directly to 38 mm plate. The composition of these alloys are listed in

Table 4-1.

In the course of this work. V113 was reanalyzed in order to determine the

homogeneity of the plate, motivated by observed property variations. A comparison of

two separate samples from this beat is shown in Table 4-2.

- 4.1.1. Heat Treatment

The beat treatment schedule chosen for these alloys was aimed primarily at first

dissolving a maximum quantity of Ti and C into solution and second to precipitate out the

TiC phase in a controlled fashion, to produce a continuous spectrum of sizes.0
morphologies, and interfacial coherencies. Irvine, Pickering, and Gladman 9 in an

investigation of fine-grained C-Mn steels have determined that the solubility product of the

TiC phase in y iron is given by:

og1o[Ti][C] * -7000 2.75 (T in K) (4.1)

'.p
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This predicts that 0.2% Ti and 0.05%C may be dissolved at 12000C. Accordingly.

all specimens of beat V113 as well as 704K017 were solutionized/austenitized at 12000C

for I hr in a flowing argon atmosphere. The specimens were subsequently water

I." . quenched. Aging of the specimens was performed in either molten salt or lead with the

former predominantly used for temperatures S600oC. The aging temperatures ranged from

400°C to 900°C and all specimens were subsequently water quenched from the aging

medium. All tensile and fracture mechanics specimens were machined from the fully heat

treated condition in order to ensure through thickness microstructural homogeneity as well

as to facilitate machining.

4.2. Microstructural Characterization

In the course of this study, various characterization techniques were employed as

necessary to sufficiently explain bulk alloy behavior, both with and without internal

hydrogen. Light microscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, field-ion

-, microscopy with associated atom probe capabilities and high resolution scanning Auger

electron spectroscopy were all used to varying extents in the analysis of the materials.

4.2.1. Microscopic Examination

Light microscopy was performed on an American Optical ULTRASTAR metallograph

employing both conventional bright field as well as differential interference contrast

imaging when etching relief effects were sought. Specimen preparation consisted of hot

mounting the material in glass filled diallyl phthalate at 1500C for 6 minutes, followed

by rough grinding to 600 grit (,v 20pm) on emery paper followed by polishing with 1,

0.3 and 0.05pm Al 0. 2% Nital ( HNO plus ethanol ) was used predominantly,
2 3 3

although an etch consisting of 100 ml H20 saturated with picric acid and an addition of

three-five drops HCI and one ml "TEEPOL" (wetting agent) was used for improve

delineation of the prior y structure.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of this alloy was performed on JEOL 100C

'- and 120CX instruments using a 100kV electron source. Specimens were prepared by first

.-"
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diamond wafering 0.13-0.18 mm sections from bulk specimens. which were then either

mechanically thinned on 600 grit paper or chemically thinned in a 92% HO,:8% HF

solution to a thickness of 0.10-0.13 mm. At this point. 3 mm diameter discs were cut

and these were further mechanically thinned to between 0.025-0.05 mm. Final preparation

was carried out with a FISCHIONE Twin-Jet electropolisher until a perforation on the

order of 100-400 jm was made. The electrolyte employed was 70% methanol-30% nitric

acid at a temperature of -60 to -50sC. The operating potential was 10V and the

optimum specimen current was between 10-20 mA. Upon perforation. the specimen was

thoroughly rinsed in methanol and stored in ethanol prior to examination, in order to

minimize surface oxidation. Alternatively, an electrolyte"n3 consisting of I part anhydrous

sodium chromate to 5 parts glacial acetic acid at room temperature and 20-25V was

employed, but it was found to give variable results due to the hygroscopic nature of the

sodium chromate.

-.' Fractography for this study was conducted on JSM-35 and Ca-Scan Series IV

scannin electron microscopes, both operating at 25kV. No special preparation of

specimens was necessary except for examination of fracture mchamcs specimen sections.

Here the method of Park' was employed wbere the specimen is hot mounted in

transparent lucite and sectioned normal to the fracture surface. The section making an

obtuse angle between the fracture plane and the sectioned surface was then prepared

metallographically as discussed earlier in this chapter. The lucite was then dissolved away

* using acetone in an ultrasonic vibrator. The corner of the specimen where the fracture

surface meets the polished and etched surface is then viewed in a scanning electron

microscope for a direct examination of how the fracture path scales and matches with the

* underlying microstructure.

In order to more precisely identify the point at which TiC precipitates first appear

- -.. in the microstructure as a function of time and temperature, field-ion microscopic (FIM)

techniques were employed using facilities at USS Basic Research. under the guidance of

Dr. S. S. Brenner. Specimens aged at temperatures between 400°C and 600*C for

o_
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various times were prepared for FIM examination using the method of Brenner and

Miller"'. This entails the preparation of a specimen "needle" with a tip radius of 0.01

- 0.1 pm. The specimen blank is either a 0.5 mm diameter wire or a nearly square 0.5

x 0.5 mm cross-section specimen with a length of about I cm. A "neck" is formed in

the specimen through electropolishing at room temperature in a thin layer of 25%

perchloric acid in acetic acid floating on CCI4. The operating voltage is 24VDC relative

to an Au cathode. In the second stage. the necked region is slowly dissolved to produce

the "needle" in a solution of 2% perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol. Voltages in the

range of 15-20 VDC were used with Au as the cathode. The specimen is promptly

mounted and inserted in a cryostage in the high vacuum chamber of the FIM and cooled

to near 77K. The atomic structure of the tip is revealed by first field evaporating

surface scale and oxide layers and then allowing for the field ionization of an imaging

gas (Ne in this case) at the atom sites. Neon back pressures used for examination were

in the 10" ton range. As the gas atoms ionize near atomic sites at the specimen surface.

they are radially projected to the negatively charged imaging screen which in this case

consisted of a channel plate image intensifier and a phosphor screen. The magnification

of the image formed is proportional to the distance from the srcimen tip to the channel

plate divided by the radius of curvature of the specimen. This later parameter can be

empirically deduced from the operating voltage (usually 5-20kV).'.*

Analysis of specimens involves dynamic visual characterization as well as

interpretation of time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) information. The

magnification levels are typically one million times and more; microstructural features on

, the order of 10 X are resolvable with an uncertainty of +2,. Fine carbides. in this case

TiC, were sized by the following procedure: During the field evaporation of the

specimen. low index plane collapse can be identified: the most readily identified in Fe are

(100) and 1110) type planes. These planes collapse by the successive evaporation of edge
',-.,

atoms inward since these positions protrude most from the specimen surface. By counting

the continual collapse of such planes, one has a means of determining the depth of

D.%
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material analyzed. The TiC phase. which has been previously analyzed by Youle et al.',

-p2
Pickering et al.., and Piller et al-, protrudes slightly from the surface owing to the

different evaporation field for this phase and therefore images more brightly than the

matrix. Using the above plane-counting technique one can thus determine the depth of

material evaporated between the emergence and disappearance of a TiC particle. Positive

identification of the particles was possible through the use of atom probe. Essentially.

this employs a probe hole in the imaging system which can be positioned (by moving the

specimen) over an area veIO A in diameter. A double channel plate single atom detector

is positioned at the end of a flight tube and a high frequency (50 Hz) voltage pulse is

superimposed on the static DC voltage of the specimen. As an atom evaporates (ionizes)

from the surface, it passes through the probe hole and impinges on the detector. A vast

quantity of this data is compiled using a high speed (5-10 ms) digital timer with an

interfaced computer. The mass-to-charge ratio is easily computed thereby allowing

chemical analysis of selected areas of the surface.

4.2.2. Scanning Auger Spectrscopy-

Initial studies of this type were initially conducted at General Electric Corporate

Research and Development with the assistance of Dr. C. Briant. Later studies were

conducted on a PHI Multiprobe 600 Auger Electron Spectrometer at CMU. The

* experimental conditions for all experiments were essentially constant. Specimens for these

tests were of the standard notched pin type geometry. The specific geometry used was

- determined by the particular instrument.A

During the course of this study, it was found necessary to examine high angle

( prior ) ra boundaries for chemical composition revealed as intergranular facets.

Fracture along these paths occurred at room temperature only in the presence of hydrogen

so a technique was devised through which these facets could be produced in the high

vacuum chamber of an Auger spectrometer.

% Specimens were first degreased in acetone and chemically poiished in 47% H 0-47%• 2

d
'p.
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HO,-6% HF at room temperature for 5-10 seconds. They were then cathodically charged

(for anode material and solution, see section on charged tensile testing) at 50 mA/cm

current density for one hour. rinsed thoroughly in alcohol and immediately placed in the

vacuum chamber. After a short time period (,v 15 min.) and attainment of a vacuum

level of I x 10"4 torr. the specimen was fractured in the chamber at room temperature

using a special fracture attachment. Analyses were conducted using 3 and 5kV electron

beams from a LaB source. Typical focused beam diameters of I000A were obtained.

Where concentration levels of species have been reported, a standard technique 16
4

was employed where the atomic concentration of species x is given by:

I I
C =  - /X X a (4.2)- Sd S d

xx a

where the I are the Auger peak heights for each element present, Sa is a* a ar

sensitivity factor for the element a for the particular analysis conditions and d are

scaling factors. For iron, the major element present, the peak at 703eV was chosen since

it is least susceptible to distortion from magnetic effects.

- 4.3. Hydrogen Permeation Testing

The characterization of hydrogen trapping in these materials was performed by the

use of an electrochemical permeation technique, first suggested by Devanathan and

Stachurski141 . The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4-1. The experimental details

have been extensively discussed by Pressouyre and for further details, the reader is

referred to that document. The anodic cell potential for all experiments was

+200mV(SCE) and the cathodic current density was 1.0 mA/cm2 . In all other details, the

experimental technique was identical to that of Pressouyre.

The specimen preparation was as follows. Material 'blanks approximately 6.5cm:

were mechanically thinned to between 0.50-0.64mm and chemically thinned in 47% HO,

- 47% H 0 - 6% HF to between 0.25-0.38mm. The specimen was then polished using

Ipm Al 2 0 and Pd plated on both sides using "Sel-Rex Palladex VI". Prior to plating,

..-
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Chart Recorder Potentiostat Power Supply

K-- --- - -W -+ GD

,~R Ieeec

R"efece Pt Electrode Pt Electrode

..-: Specimen

; :0O,1 M NnOIl Solution 0 1 M Nn )H 3 L1tion

C-Counter Electrode W- Working Electrode

Figure 4-1: Schematic apparatus arrangement for hydrogen
permeation transient acquisition 23

-: the specimen was momentarily dipped in 92% HO, - 8% HF for 2-3 sec and immediately

, rinsed in methanol in order to remove the oxide film and to enhance the Pd plate

mtegrity. The specimen was then immersed in the plating solution and a 500A thick layer

was produced at a current density of 11 mA/cm . The specimen was then rinsed in

distilled water.

.- As depicted in Figure 4-1, the specimen was then physically clamped between

virtually identical glass cells which comprised the anodic (left hand side) and cathodic

. (right hand side) compartments for the permeation experiment. In the cathodic cell, a

low density current is passed between the specimen and platinum anode through the use of
4..--.

a constant current supply. In a basic solution, as used here. this produces the reaction

2H 0 + 2e- H 2 OH' (4.3)
2 2
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at the specimen surface, thus producing a hydrogen source. On the anodic side the

specimen is attached as a working electrode to a potentiostat which maintains a constant

potential (voltage) between the specimen and a reference electrode (saturated calome) b,"

inducing current as necessary through a counter (platinum) electrode and the specimen.

The anodic cell potential, +200 mV(SCE), was chosen since the only reaction possible

under the given conditions was the oxidation of hydrogen as it emerged through the

opposite specimen face. This was made possible due to the palladium plating. which is

noble in the alkaline NaOH solution chosen. The current through the counter and working

electrodes may be accurately measured in the #A range, translating into a sensitivity to

hydrogen flux on the order of I x 10" equiv. H/cm2-sec.

The measured flux-time data may be readily analyzed in terms of normalized flux

(1/i ) versus time and the geometry of this experimental configuration allows the use of
00

single dimension solutions of Fick's second law using either a Laplace or Fourier

transform. It should be noted that these solutions may yield the effective diffusivity of H

through the microstructure, but contain no terms for the effect of trapping on hydrogen

diffusion.

Alternatively, several analytical techniques may be employed which more directly

yield the diffusivity through an analysis of the flux vs. time curve. The two most

common techniques are the time-lag and breakthrough methods. The time-lag method uses

the fact that the integrated quantity Q of diffusing species to pass through a membrane in

* time t is given by' 1
t~ L (.4

where C is the fixed input concentration. D is the apparent diffusivity and L is the

specimen thickness. The intercept on the time axis of the Q vs t functionality is defined

2
t *L (4.5)

SW
IJ*

50
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4. It can be shown that this t corresponds to a value of J/J equal to 0.63 and

therefore the diffusivity is readily obtained if the specimen tlckness is known.

S".Additionally, the breakthrough time may be used to calculate the apparent

diffusivity. This time is defined as the first time at which measurable hydrogen is

detected from the output side of the membrane and is defined by

tb L (4.6)b 1.3W

As mentioned by Pressouyre s, this method is sensitive to slow surface reactions.

As stated above, these diffusivity values are obtained without any assumption related

to the effect of trapping. McNabb and Foster have analytically attempted to model the

effect of trapping on transient hydrogen flux by modifying Fick's second law to include a

trapping "reaction". This model is described in detail later in this document, but it may

be noted here that the solution to the McNabb and Foster "modified" equations include a

number of parameters which specify the capture and release rate of hydrogen at traps.

relative coverage and trap density. -Due to the number of adaptable parameters, simple

curve fitting of experimental data may not yield a unique set of values, as discussed by

Pressouyre so independent characterization of certain variables is necessary. Despite this

difficulty, research by Pressouyre 2s and Imo" has revealed that a good deal of qualitative

--. information pertaining to trap character may be obtained by alternate means. These are

briefly introduced here and discussed in greater detail throughout this document.

First, Pressouyre deduced that successive polarization transients through a material

may help to distinguish different trapping populations by the following reasoning. During

, the first or initial passage of hydrogen through an iron or steel membrane, the hydrogen

flux will be influenced to some degree by all traps present and the associated flux data

will reflect the influence of the entire trap population. However, Pressouyre noted that.

while most traps were considered "reversible" in nature and comprised finite capture and

release parameters for hydrogen, certain highly energetic traps might be classified as

t , . , - e, , . . ' .,,.. ' -., ' '.,. ' .. ' .e -..f -. .- -.,' .', --, " , '
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"'irreversible" in nature and would thus display a finite capture rate and a very small (or

zero) release rate. Hence, if the hydrogen source were removed upon reaching steady

state after an initial transient, the reversible traps would be expected to gradually give up

their hydrogen during decay but the irreversible traps would not. If such an irreversible

- ,trap density were present, this would be manifested in subsequent transients as a more

rapid breakthrough time and more rapid transient rise to steady state. This. in fact is

observed for certain types of traps, most notably, titanium carbide. If only one reversible

" and one irreversible trap population are present in a microstructure. then the reversible

trapping effects will be isolated in the second (and successive) transient(s) and the

contribution of irreversible trapping may be inferred by difference between the first and

second transients.

lino has looked more closely at the possible implications on the observed form of

hydrogen flux resulting from variation of the trapping parameters defined by the McNabb

and Poster formalism. By substitution of various parameters in his solutions for the

diffusion equations, he hypothesized that the flux-time curves may display higher capture

than release rates and even irreversible traps for conditions of low coverage. Although

this description is by no means complete, it serves to illustrate that additional information

about the character of trapping may be obtainable even in microstructures too complex for

isolated evaluation of trapping parameters.

4.4. Tensile Testing

Mechanical characterization of this material was conducted using standard uniaxial

tensile testing technique. This practice is common for the hydrogen embrittlement

susceptibility testing of alloy classes which display little or no sustained load or deflection

degradation, as is the case with many low to medium strength steels".

-p.,:.. The specimen geometry used is shown in Figure 4-2. All specimens were polished

.- following machining to a 600 grit finish on a horizontal drill press. Testing was

-performed on an Instron Model 1125 Universal Testing Instrument using a 10,000 kgf load

cell and a fixed cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min.

-.. ~ ~~-
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lm -24 THD

6.4
(3.2)

76.2
(33.3)

Figure 4-2: Dimensions of cylindrical tensile specimens.
All dimensions are in millimeters except thread sizes.
Values in brackets are for sub-sized transverse specimens.

For tests conducted to evaluate embrittlement susceptibility, the threaded ends of

tensile specimens were first coated with a "stop-off" lacquer and then chemically polished

for 10 seconds in a 47%H 0 - 47%H 0 - 6%HF solution and immediately immersed in

the cathodic charging solution. This latter solution consisted of I N HSO (approx. 26

ml cone. H2SO 4 per liter) with 10 drops each of CS, and a solution consisting of 10 mg

As 0 3 per cm3 of water. This latter solution was prepared using the method of

Pressouyre where 20 mg/cc of As2 03 are dissolved in I N NOH followed by H SO
2' 4

neutralization. These compounds are added, in order to inhibit recombination of adsorbed

hydrogen

RH . H H (4.7)
a& s 2(g)

*2
A platinum wire anode was employed and a current density of 20 mA/cm at room

temperature was used throughout. The current density was chosen with the intent of

U': producing reversible, microstructurally dependent embrittlement in the system. Reversibility

was ensured by charging and plating (discussed below) a specimen in the normal fashion.

The Cd plating was then removed by mechanical polishing and the specimer baked 3 hrs

N-.,
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at 150 C. Following this. the specimen was tested in tension and the results compared to

uncharged specimens. In all cases. for a charging current density of 20 pA/cm the

original (hydrogen-free) f (failure stramand %RA were obtained from the charged and

" out-gassed specimen.
C*.

Charging times were determined through the use of a

x AV 2 (Dt) (4.8)

, diffusion distance dependency. Using an estimated diffusivity of H in Fe at room

temperature of 5 x 10 "6 cm . /sec. this requires a time of 5 hrs. for charging of a 6.4 mm

diameter tensile specimen. Cathodic charging times for other size specimens in this study

were similarly determined to ensure geometric scaling.

Following cathodic charging, the specimens were rinsed in distilled water and

immediately Cd plated in order to impede hydrogen egress from the specimen. This
barrier property is due to the low diffusivity, :lO"'0/cm2/sec' 2 1. of hydrogen in Cdii.

The plating procedure was the same as used by Pressouyre2s and consisted of a solution

C.. containing 32g/! CdO, 112 g/l NaCN, 12 g/l NaOH and 4.5 g/I of a brightening agent

S("Postum". a coffee beverage substitute) dissolved in distilled water. Maintenance of the

22 .
brightener was important since, as shown by Berman , bright" coatings are better

barriers to hydrogen than "dull" ones and less hydrogen uptake during plating occurs in
.

A..," the presence of a "brightening" agent. The anode in this case was a Cd strip and the

Splating was performed at room temperature for 30 mm at a current density of 2.15 x

-2 210 A/cm; measured plate thicknesses varied from 20-40 pm.

Embrittlement in these tests was determined through %RA changes between the

charged and uncharged conditions. The %RA was measured with an optical measuring

microscope with a resolution of 0.01 m. Four traces were measured across the specimen

surface, each taken 45 from the previous one. These final diameters were compared to

0 the original diameter d and the %RA given byr
0

,.

S-.
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d -d
%RA , (4.9)

0

All 25 mm gage length specimens in this study were taken from the 25 mm thick

plate in the longitudinal direction. Additionally, undersized tensile specimens, as shown in

Fig. 4-2, were taken in the transverse direction. The cross-head speed for these tests was

also 0.5 mm/mm. In these experiments, the charging current density was still 20pA/cm .

but for only a 75 min period. Cd plating was conducted as described above.

4.5. Hydrogen Induced Cracking CHIC) tests

Since a major goal was to determine the effect of microstructure on hydrogen

assisted crack growth in these materials, a fracture mechanics type specimen was chosen

so that a quantitative relationship could be established between the driving force for crack

growth (KI) and the crack growth rate (da/dt). This is in contrast to smooth specimen

type tests where combined initiation and propagation information are desired Although

the initiation site is predisposed in a fracture mechancs type test (Le a fatigue induced

pre-crack), a wealth of information about the interaction of the environment (aqueous, H,

or internal H) and a growing crack is available from this type of test. It was decided to

test and analyze only cathodically pre-charged specimens in a manner similar to the tensile

specimens since for this procedure interpretation of the kinetics would not be confused by

rate controlling surface reactions.

: The specimen type chosen for these experiments was a crackline-loaded, single-edge-

"*, cracked specimen (also known as a double cantilever beam) as shown in Fig. 4-3. All

specimens were taken from the plate in a T-L orientation. This specimen type was
,5.

chosen since it was material conservative; it can be used in either an increasing or

decreasing K situation and it can be tested repeatedly for threshold determinations.

The overall specimen configuration was chosen for convenience except for the

following factors. In K testing it is known'2 3 that the specimen thickness does affect

the measured K value through an effect on the state of stress ahead of the crack tip.

.
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32"(2.4)

(34) 1.3i50"( 2*.4 ),
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Figure 4-3: Dimension of DCB specimens used in this
study. Values in brackets are in millimeters.

The recommended thickness for these tests according to the ASTM E399 plane strain

fracture toughness test standard is

A B > 2.5 ( ,_S (4.10)

YS

where a, is the uiaxial yield stress and K is the valid toughness value.

However, for "sub-critical" testing such as of the stress corrosion or hydrogen type. no

standards have either been made or proposed. Brown! ° has noted in SCC tests of AISI

4340 mn 3.5% NaCl that for specimens with a thickness value

:": B Z 2.5 ( Ksc (4.11)

a higher threshold value was observed. A possible interpretation of this may be that

crack growth data at K levels obeying the inequality
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K 1 (4.12)

should be interpreted in a cautious manner. In the present work, the thickness

" chosen probably allowed testing to stress intensities between 50-70 MPa(m)" 2 before the

. data are subject to thickness effect uncertainties by this criterion.

In an attmpt to restrict cracking to a single plane normal to the load application

direction, side grooves were also machined in the specimens. It has been found that the

-" presence of these grooves does suppress shear lip formation and crack front bowing and

may guide the crack along a single plane. Steel specimens are more susceptable to ths

phenomenon than wrought Al alloys due to a strong texture dependent susceptibility for

the latter. ° It is found that materials which exhibit a region of crack growth which is

independent of stress intensity may branch in this region since a side branch would not

experience a crack growth rate penalty as would a side branch in the Stage I regime.

-'- Freed and Krafft' have analyzed the effect of a side-grooved geometry on the Mode I

stress intensity aid showed that it is modified as:

K (- K (4.13)

where K,, is the stress intensity factor for the unotched geometry and B is the

reduced thickness at the notch. For a variety of materials I/2<<I; a value of 1 * 1/2

corresponds to a high value of toughness in the groove blank direction relative to the

forward crack direction and as + approaches unity, this relative value diminishes. For the

given specimen geometry, + was chosen as 1/2 based an the empirical observation that

crack extension initiated in the forward crack direction for these tests. This condition

was further promoted through the use of a chevron notch which provides a straightened

fatigue pre-crack. The stress intensity for this configuration as well as any Mode I

" crack'', is given by for the case of plane strain by.

K 2  'E dC4.4- 1I 2 da (41)

where P is the applied load. E is Young's modulus, B is thickness, C is the

9-.
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compliance, a is the crack length measured from the load application line and v is

Poisson's ratio. The compliance is defined as the reciprocal of the load line deflection.

3, to the applied load. In effect then, the stress intensity of any specimen is known if

the relationship dC/da can be determined. This can be done empirically or can be derived

from theoretical considerations. As is often found for specimens of this type;, the

compliance obeys a logarithmic dependence on crack length of the form:

C - 3/P - Aa n  (4.15)
,.

where A and n are determined empirically. This relationship was established

experimentally for this material and specimen geometry as shown in Fig.4-4.
Incorporating all these factors, the final expression for the plain-strain stress intensity is

then

• ... . .I (n-Il/n 1/2

K,  A-L) ] (4.16)2 B (I-v 2 )  A

.1' Using the following material constants

n * 2.07

A 5.69 x 10"4 kg'|-m-I 07

E * 211.4 GPa

v 0.293

a simplified expression for the stress intensity is given by:

K! a 0.441 3 .2S5 P0 2 in MPa(m)' r  (4.17)

Therefore, the instantaneous stress intensity can be calculated if the load line

deflection, ,, and P are known. Since these two parameters can be recorded continuously

.with time, as will be discussed below, these experiments can be automated over long time

periods.

Prior to the cathodic introduction of hydrogen, all test specimens were fatigue pre-

* cracked through the entire chevron notch and into the constant thickness portion of the

a.
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1- COMPLIANCE CALIBRATION OATA

'.i

A" 5.69 x 0-4 kg-' -m-1-07

r n 2.07

a.'-.I I , I I , I I , I

0.01 0.1
0, meters

Fguw 4-4: Experimentally measured compliance values

for DCB specimen and power law constants

specimen a distance of not less than 2 mm. In most cases, a fatigue pre-crack could be

produced at alternating stress intensities of AK - 14-20 MPa(m)" at R values of 0.2 and

frequencies of 20 Hz. Under certain circumstances, where the crack propagation rate was

Sparticularly slow, the use of a 0.IN H 2SO 4 solution applied by eyedropper to the notch

root was helpful in reducing the time for crack extension. Following fatigue pre-

a- cracking, specimens were ground to a 600 grit finish over the entire surface, chemically

polished for 10 sec. in 47% H20 2 - 47% H2O - 69% HF and pre-cbarged over the entire

surface in a manner identical to that chosen for the tensile specimen except for time.

The charging time was chosen in order to give a depth of penetration similar to that of

the tensile condition from the equality:

" .- Is J t -
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Using the condition for the tensile test (x * 6.4 mm and t a 18,000 sec) and the

reduiced thickness as 11 mm gives a charging period of 15S hrs. An extended time of 24

hrs was chosen in order to ensure complete saturation.

Following charging, specimens were "baked" at 150'C in order to homogenize the

hydrogen, after the technique of Gerberich and Chen' '. The baking time was chosen with

the assumption that hydrogen must be redistributed from near surface regions to the

center. Using available diffusion data for hydrogen in a-Fe 0 . D was estimated at 5 x

10 cm2/sec and the necessary diffusion distance was chosen as 5 mm. Using an x-

(Dt) relation, this then requires a 1-1/2 hr baking time.

Specimens were tested immediately following the baking procedure after they had

- been allowed to cool to room temperature. Testing was performed on an MTS

, servohvdraulic feedback controlled testing machine with a lOOkN capacity. This machine

.-- has the capability of being operated in either a transducer (clip-gage) displacement or load

*. * control mode. Clip gage and load cell signals were recorded continuously from' their

respective D.C. conditioners on a dual pen strip chart recorder in order to trace crack

- growth over time. The clip gage used could measure 1.0 mm of crack mouth opening

with an error of 0.01%. Similarly, the load cell system was capable of a 4500 kg range

with only a 0.5 kg error.

Initially, tests were run in a clip-gage (displacement)controlled mode in order to

effect a decreasing K type test. The stress intensity was ramped to 50 MPa(m)1/ and

held 24 hrs. If no crack growth was detected during this period, the load was increased

in 200 N steps until crack growth was detected in a 10 hr period. Threshold

determinations were repeated at least one additional time in order to ensure repeatability.

"* At the completion of the last threshold test, the specimen was unloaded and machine

control transferred to the load cell signal. This produced a constant load (increasing K)

type test which culminated in specimen failure.

Crack growth rates were determined from these data traces through the following

.%%
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procedure. Crack length can be determined implicitely in terms of the measured

parameters by rearranging the compliance expression:

a - 53" P-11a A-"a (4.19)

Since either 6 or P is constant with time for the testing configurations used, this

expression may be differentiated with respect to time to give:

__ dP (4.20)

dtI 3  ad

This equation gives crack growth for a fixed displacement condition. The

corresponding expression for fixed load is

da) 1 3-w- p-,, A"/ Ta \ (4.21)

Although the exact time differentials of J and P in the above expression could not

4. - be evaluated from the chart traces, graphically evaluated slopes were measured over time

periods which allowed a linear approximation.

Following fast fracture, specimens were prepared for SEM examination by rinsing in

acetone followed by sectioning the specimens normal to the crack plane in order to

accommodate them on the specimen stage of the microscope.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1. Microstructures and Properties

5.1.1. Heat Treatment

The heat treatments employed in this study were aimed at producing a controllable

variation in TiC precipitate density which would ultimately effect a change in total

hydrogen trapping capability. An additional requirement was that the trapping population

should not strongly alter the strength level or adversely affect the toughness so that the

hydrogen trapping capability in this case could be isolated and analyzed independently. In
4-:.

summary. the resultant microstructures following heat treatment were as follows:

1. Quenching from 1200*C into water produced a highly deformed acicular
ferrite microstructure with isolated islands of martensite.

2. Although precipitation of fine TiC phase was suppressed during the quench,
9' some auto-tempering did occur resulting in some fine precipitation of

cementite (Fe 3C).

3. Coarse Ti rich inclusions were found but did not influence tensile ductility
greatly in the absence of hydrogen.

4. Aging at 400 0 C resulted in grain boundary cementite. No evidence for TiC
formation was found for short ((3hr) aging times.

5. Concurrent precipitation of Fe C and clustering of TiC occurred at 5000C.
Notable secondary hardening occurred at longer aging times (%,10hr) indicating
significant TiC formation.

6. At aging temperatures greater than 500*C, the formation of cementite was
" effectively by-passed by the direct precipitation of TiC. Some TiN

precipitation was also found.

These findings are consistent with the general tempering properties of microalloyed

martensite reviewed by Honeycombe2 2 and Speich and Leslie"0 .
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The general features of the quenched microstructure are shown in Fig. 5-1 The

average ferrite lath width was approximtely 0.i5 jn. It is believed that this microstructure

is produced by either a bainitic or massive transformation of austenite to ferrite. Here, as

in commercial grades, the ferrite grains are highly irregular in shape and possess a high

dislocation density, about 101 cm Manganese aids in obtaining this structure by

3retarding higher temperature transformation to polygonal ferrite. The rather high

austenitization temperature ( 120 0 C) used in this case probably also aided in this way by

;- -4.- coarsening the final austenite gram size, which ranged from 50 to 150 aim. as shown in

Fig. 5-2.

An additional microstructural feature which was virtually constant throughout the

heat was the presence of inclusions. When resolved by TEM, as shown in Fig. 5-3, these

particles were normally found in the size range of from 0.3-0.5 pim in diameter,

However, and perhaps more importantly. a high density of larger particles in the 10-20

j.m size range were also detected on an optical scale. As expected in Ti bearing steels.

the particles are quite regular in shape, reflecting the effect of Ti on inclusion chemistry

and morphology3'7. Infrequently, move sharp edged particles 'were also detected, suggesting

that these were TiN precipitates. A selected area dark field (SAD?) image of a fine

TiN particle is shown in Fig. 5-4. Note the finer background precipitation in this image.

This arises from the fact that TiC and TiN are isomorphous with respect to each other

and share similar d spacings, thus crystallographically representing the same phase. STEM

microanalysis of inclusions in this alloy revealed a varied chemistry, but Ti and S were

the most common constituents, as shown in the energy dispersive X-ray spectrum in Fig.

5-5a. These particles may represent either r-TiS or '"" Ti C S phase, although both of

these phases are hexagonal and a wide range of stoichiometries are possible. Lattice

spacing information from selected area electron diffraction (Fig. 5-5 b and c) analysis

supports these possible structures, as summarized in Table 5-1. More will be said with

regard to analysis and composition of these particles in the discussion on cathodically

" charged tensile properties.
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Figure 5-1: Transmission electron micrograph bright field
image of as-quenched microstructure showing irregular
grain shape and high dislocation density

.0

-fit

~- 5.

Figure 5-2: Light micrograph of as-quenched structure

% 
showing outline of prior austenite grains
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Figure 5-3. Transmission electron micrograph bright field
image showing regular shaped inclusions
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Figure 5-5: A) eaW'y dispersive X-ray spectrum and b)
associated inclusion Particle showing bulk chemistry and C)-selected area electron diffraction pttern176 .
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At the lowest aging temperature used in this study, 400 0 C, widespread precipitation

of Fe C occurred along lath boundaries, as shown in Fie. 5-6a and b. It should be noted

that the structure of these particles resembles a pearlitic type product. The appearance of

this phase is a common feature of Stage 3 tempering during which cementite first appears

. in the microstructure 2-. This morphology is common to quenched and tempered plain

carbon steels.

The cementite phase in this material was found to be consistent with the Bagaryatski

orientation relationship with the ferrite, viz.

(100) Cemeni e  (011)
(OlO~emem~tII (1i o o
(010) (11 b

(001) II(211) aP
Cementite-

This orientation relationship is supported by actual (Fig. 5-7a) and indexed (Fig.

5-7b) diffracton patterns. The diffracton pattern in Fig. 5-7 shows a [1 01) a-Fe zone

with a superimposed [1001 orthorhombic Fe3C pattern. Ahgnment of the [001)-Fe3C

directon with the [121] a-Fe can also be seen from ths pattern.

-P' Most importantly, it should be pointed out that the cementite phase was the only

second phase detected in this microstructure, Detailed examination using both TEM and

FIM techniques did not reveal any TiC clustering in microstructures aged for up to 1 hr.

at 4000. This is reasonable since, if the activation energy for diffusion of Ti in a-Fe is

.1:; assumed to be about 250 kWd/mol , the diffusivity at 4000 will be on the order of 10.:0

cm /sec. Using a X ,- Dt relationship, this allows for migration of Ti in one hour of
:. 1A. Since the nucleation of cementite will be limited by the diffusivity of C, which is

much faster, it is understandable that that cementite formation is first observed.

At 500C. which is prescribed by Honeycombe22 as a transition temperature for

direct precipitation of the alloy carbide, the carbide distribution and morphology is

markedly different. At the TEM level, some limited cementite precipitation was found, as

indicated in Fig. 5-8. but comparison with the cementite phase in Fig. 5-6 shows that

M.O

S.,,.

0__
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Figure 5-6: Bright field electron micrographs showing
lath boundary precipitation ofFe C resulting from
400OC/lhr aging3
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Figure 5-7: Cementite diffraction (B=(! 01) ) revealing
4) Bagaryatski orientation relationship in a.) actual and b.)

0indexed SAD patterns
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the morphology and size at 5000C is quite different. At the higher temperature, the

carbide now exists as narrow platelets along the ferrite lath boundaries and which are

generally isolated, in contrast to the larger clusters of cementite at 4000C which appear

to nucleate at the boundary and grow into the ferrite matrix. Although the change in

carbide morphology is slight, it probably indicates the beginnings of the influence of

competing carbide phase (TiC) precipitation. This contention is supported by the

isothermal aging response displayed in this temperature regime. as shown in Fig. 5-9.

5.1.2. Isothermal Aging Kinetics

Consider first the 4000C hardness trend for this material, shown in Figure 5-9.

The pronounced softening is a general characteristic which is associated with theN4'q

precipitaton of Fe3C. Some small degree of secondary hardening is observed at longer

times 0 10,000 sec) perhaps due to TiC clustering. Comparison of these trends to these

of the 5000 C curve reveals two noteworthy distinctions. First, the softening associated

with the cementite precipitation is slightly delayed to longer- times -and secondly, a more

dramatic secondary hardening appears at times > 10,000 sec. The most reasonable

explanation for these observatons would be that competition for C between Fe3C and TiC

occurs which delays the softening associated with the cementite and diminishes the cluster

sizes of this phase. At longer times, the fine TiC precipitates prevail producing

4. significant hardening

FIM analysis of the I hour/5000C microstructure revealed that extremely fine

clusters of Ti and C (or N) were indeed present in the matrix, as seen in Fig. 5-10.

. The size distribution of these clusters in one of the specimens is summarized graphically

in Figure 5-11, where it is seen that the average mean particle diameter (-1O) was well

below that discernible by conventional TEM analysis (realistically limited to '.30A).

4"' Significantly, these findings are in accord with predictions of Cuddy et aL.1, who observed
,I .' a persistent "hot-hardness" increase in similar Fe-Ti-C alloys at 5000C, which was not

4
attributed to conventional precipitation strengthening, since an overaging effect was not

.. observed. Instead, the authors suggested that this dynamic strengthening was due to a
4'.

J'S'
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Figure 5-8: BF transmission electron micrograph showing
thin ictriath Pe C platelets resulting from 500 C/I hr
aging. Compare with Figure 5-6

50 kg LOAD
A 400*C
a 5006C
a 5500C

320-

300 A..

VPWN 280-a

* 260 A

240

limi, an
Figure 5-9* Isothermal aging response of Heat VI 13 at

iereate aging temperatures. All measurements made at

* room temperature
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reorientation of some type of stable cluster of solute atoms under the stress field of a

moving dislocation. This interaction was described as being analogous to Snock ordering

or reorientation of Zener dipoles. It is also likely that these "clusters" are the nuclei for

the formation of the final TiC precipitate. This possibility is supported by the strong

secondary hardenng displayed at longer times at this temperature. The TiC precipitation

for the 500OC/lOhr treatment is shown in Figure 5-12 which is a field ion image. The

particle size distribution from a field evaporation of this microstructure is shown in Fig.

5-13, suggesting a high rate of nucleation and more sluggish growth.

N'-.

0'

,.

Figue 5-10. Field ion micrograph of small TiC clusters
formed during aging at 5006r- Magnification is -,10'6

Stimes

It may be concluded from these low temperature aging studies that little if any TiC

clustering occurs at 4000 over the time periods studied and that precipitation is virtually

4-

limited to Fe 3C At -5000, however, TiC clustering apparently affects the precipitation of

P.,C throughout the aging process. as suggested by the delayed isothermal softening and

strong secondary hardening observed at this temperature.

°OW 
% At ag ig tmaur eso 550 . iel nd raove direct preipiato ofsteCrccss
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Figure 5-11: Sample size distribution of TiC precipitates

in 500*C/l hr aged mnicrostructure

0 This sequence change is supported first by the rapid secondary hardening displayed at
550 C in Iig. 5-9 and second by TEM imaging which shows dense precipitation of this

-' phase at 6000C (Fig. 5-14) for one hour aging times. Additionally, no evidence for

cememtite formation was found through either TEM or FIM analysis. The mcrographs in

.: =;:
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,F..

Figure 5-12: Field ion micrograph of TiC particle
formed during aging at 500 0 C/ 1 hr. Magnification is

610 times

Fig. 5-14 show that heterogeneous precipitation of the TiC phase occurs primarily at lath

and grain boundaries and also at dislocations. The identity of these precipitates as TiC

phase is supported by comparison of the SAD. pattern found for these microstructures (Fig.

5-14b) and the indexed version (Fig. 5-14c). Field ion analysis of these microstructures

(Fig. 5-15) revealed a high density of very fine particles (d .20X) which were only

barely discernible by TEM. Earlier studies of Piller et al. -. have shown that Fe-Ti-C

alloys doped with Sb displayed a markedly higher nucleation rate of TiC at 5600C than

equivalent Sb free alloys. It is not known if the impurities present in this alloy (P and

S) had the same effect. but the high nucleation and slow growth rates suggest such a

possibility. It should additionally be noted that the 5000C and 550OC aging curves in

Fig. 5-9 also indicate that the peak strengthening due to TiC precipitation is susceptible to

7-;

rapid averaging. Although the particle size range does not significantly change over these

tim periods. the interfacial coherency with the matrix may be changing significantly, as

L o
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V113

12 FIM Particle Size Distribution

5000 C/10 hr

d =16.5-Z
0I
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1 In II I 1'

4 12 20 28 36 44 52

d, A
Figure 5-13. Sample size distribution of TiC precpitates
after aging at 500sC/10hr. Note shift in average size and
broadening of distribution from Fig. 5-1l

The microstructure resulting from the 700°C/lhr treatment revealed a coarsened TiC

precipitate population as well as a partially recrystallized microstructure, as illustrated in

Fig 5-16a and 5-16b . This microstructure was accompanied by a significant loss in

strength, as was also observed by Freeman' 3' and Kuo' 40. At higher aging temperatures,

both the coarsening of the TiC phase and recrystallization of the grain structure

* accelerated until for the 900 Cllbr condition the grain structure was completely

. recrystallized. Somewhat unexpectedly, there remained a fairly dense distribution of fine

-4 TiC particles, averaging about 100A in size, which suggesting that growth continues to be

sluggish. Fig 5-17a and 5-17b which are matching BF and DF pairs from the 900aC/Ihr

structure show the dense distribution of TiC precipitates which are now readily identified

4on the BF image. Note the somewhat larger particles along the lath boundary, suggesting

.4earlier nucleation or more rapid growth at these sites.
'I
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Figure 5-14: a.) CDF electron micrograph revealing TiC
precipitation along dislocations ,n 600°C/I hr aged
m microstructure. b.) actual and c.) indexed diffraction
patterns"
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Figure 5-15: Field ion micrograph of well defined TiC
precipitates in 600 0C1 1hr aged mnicrostructure. Four-fold
symmetry ofi underlying matrix image indicates ( 1001
plane normal

5.1.3. Mechanical Properties

An understanding of the effect of internal hydrogen on the mechanical properties of

this or any alloy system must start with a sufficiently detailed knowledge of the base

material properties such as strength. work hardening capability, toughness. etc. These

factors are directly correlatable from the microstructural characteristics outlined in the

previous section.

The principle mechanisms of strengthening in microalloyed grades are grain

17.137
refinement and particle dispersion strenghzening .The roles of these factors are

manifested in Fig. 5-18 which summnarizes the yield and ultimate tensile strength levels of

*this material. The normal range of strength levels achieved in HSLA steels varies from

g~p300 to 600 MWa . Acicular ferrite steels usually possess yield strengths around 300 MPa

X, ~ in the as-quenched condition but this can be increased by ^,100 MPa by straining and

*age hardening near 600 C. The higher strength levels observed in this alloy probably

-,
4%!

q
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.2um,

a

YX*&
Att

F19LWO 5-16: Microstructure resulting from 7000/ lhr
aging. Coarsening of Ti(C,N) particles is shown in a.) and
partial- recrystallization of the mnicrostructures is shown in
W.. Compare with Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-14
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TEstiated TIC Theoretical TiC
Therml Treatmnt e __C _ TIC Density Density Comients

- '.Isolated Fe.C Found
F"( ) but not prevalent

Cose Lath Boundary
4O0/1H Alnrates None

0. 25um x 400L~ IT F Lt)
A0~O.6um x BOCA r-M

Thin Lath oimundary TIC
SOO/IkE Platelets S x 1A 6 61TCdest

oo.S x 600A T a cc 6.0 x 1s - estimtedduring.;%. "0.Sun x 40GA IM (FDO (F12)sp f eield evaporation of

specimen

Lath Platelets a %. 16.SA TiC Density Estimated
. 500/10R 0.6Sum x S00A (F4) 1 x 10 cc- 1  1.93 x 1018 cc 1 fro 0 TV0 0 image

0.6,m x OOOA a , 30A and SOO-OOA tick

a , zni
. G .a .0x 1 cc 9.37 x10 cc 1l

(TIM(M3)
30-1201.

•9. %. observed

.' 7 16 16
700/Us Now 60-6000A 1.37 x o cc "1  2.05 x 10 cc 1

obsex-Vod

-.4__ d-isa a16 - o-1 16 CC1

900 /UR N SO-ZO O A Oj 2.7 x 101 x 10

Table 5-2: Summary of aging microstructures formed in
Heat V113
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The engineering stress-strain curves for longitudinally oriented specimens for four

beat treated conditions are shown in Fig 5-19; these were chosen for comparison since

their yield strength levels were nearly constant. The 700°C/lhr treatment gave a

substantially lower yield strength due to partial recrystallization and it will not be

considered here. It can be seen from these curves that although the yield strength levels

are virtually constant., the work hardening capability for the various microstructures

differs. Although the differences are small, the as-quenched and 600°C/lhr conditions do

appear to work harden over a wider range as compared to the 4000C and 500 0 C aged

microstructures. As stated previously, the role of residual stresses associated with

martensite islands in the as-quenched microstructure may be to activate more dislocation

sources in a uniform way during plastic deformation. This mechanism is also held to be

partly responsible for the smooth continuous yielding displayed by this alloy, seen as well

in other acicular ferrite steels. After aging at 400 0 C and 500 0 C. these stresses are

removed, diminishing the uniformity of plastic deformation and reducing the work

hardening capability. After the 6000C aging, however, the microstructure possesses a

dense precipitate population. Although some coherency with the matrix is likely, it is

improbable that these particles are sheared by moving dislocations owing to their high

hardness (3000 HV, 0.02kg as compared to 800 for martensite)3 . This may give rise to

enhanced dislocation multiplication, through a double cross-slip type mechanism, as

dislocations by-pass these particles.

-*., From the tensile test traces in Fig. 5-19, it is evident that precipitation

* strengthening is not a principal strengthening agent in the longitudinal direction.

Conversely, the transverse directiou strength data, as summarized in Pig. 5-18 show a

more distinct upward trend with aging temperature. There are several possible causes for

- this apparent anisotropy of properties. One possible cause is a crystallographic texture, as

" discussed in the literature review. This possibility was discounted since an X-ray

- diffractometer examination found no evidence for a significant preferred orientation. Light

metallography provided no evidence for anisotropic grain shape. Additionally, the use of

.identical cross head speeds on the different sized specimens made for these tests resulted

4_
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Figure 5-18: Tensile response of Heat VI 13 for

orientations and aging treatments shown.

in slightly higher (3 times) strain rate for the shorter, transverse specimens. Faster strain

rates usually result in decreased elongation and ductility in BCC metals. It is likely that

the interlath orientations of the ferrite on a slib-packet scale may be of importance for a

better characterization of this discrepancy.

-" TIe general conclusions which can be drawn from these studies are:

I . The heavily dislocated acicular ferrite microstructure and residual stresses in
the matrix give rise to moderately high strengths levels, continously smooth

*@ yielding and significant work hardening capacity.

2. This work hardening capacity is diminished by low temperature aging but may
return following high temperature aging (600 C) presumably through particle
induced cross-slip.

".
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5.2. Hydrogen Trapping Studies

The quantitative determination of trapping in this alloy, as discussed in Chapter 4,

was obtained through the use of an electrochemical permeation technqiue, first developed

by Devanathan and Stachurskys s n and later adapted for use on ferritic materials by

Pressouyre2 . These experiments yield hydrogen flux vs time curves which can be

interpreted through the use of several mathematical models, most of which use the original

concept of McNabb and Foster"4 2.

As stated earlier, the details of the use of electrochemical permeation on a-Fe have

been discussed in detail by Pressouyre., but 'the more important points are reiterated here

,. for clarity. In general, the exact procedure of Pressouyre was employed here, except
where alternative operating conditions were stated in the experimental procesure.

Reliable analysis of flux-time curves in these experiments can be severly limited by

either a dominating input or surface concentration effect. The hydrogen uptake from the

cathodic cell in such an experiment can be a complicated function of surface chemistry.

surface roughness and the presence of surface films. It is important to be able to ensure

that these effects do not dominate the form of the flux-time curve. Pressouyre s found

that the presence of Ti in solution produced a significant surface effect likely due to

trapping of hydrogen by titanium just under the surface. The use of an electrochemically

deposited palladium layer on the surface (-IOOQA) was found to ensure similar entry

conditions for all alloy chemistries under consideration. This stems in part from the very

0! low overvoltage now necessary for adsorbed hydrogen to recombine to form molecular

hydrogen. This will limit the quantity of hydrogen which will pass through the Pd layer

and thus prevent saturation at the interface (causing blisters) or just under the surface of

*@ the Fe membrane (causing surface cracks or blisters) Also, the solubility of H in Pd is
quite higlk ranging from 1x 10W to 6 z 10' ppm at 20°C and 0.005 ati K1'. This.

together with the high diffusivity in Pd, of around 3.2 x 10" cm2/sec ensures that a

continuously supplied, constant, low concentration of hydrogen covered the plated iron

nmmbram. At the same time, the Pd layer provides a corrosion resistant barrier to the

1 O.11 NaOH solution.
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Important electrochemical parameters include the input current density and the

integrity of the Fe-Pd interface. Pressouyre found that the steady state flux of hydrogen.

jo00,increased proportionally to the square root of the charging current. il 2, for low

current density values. At sufficiently high densities, a "hump" in the flux-time curve'p".

was observed which was related to either surface trapping, crack or blister formation, or

impermeable layer formation. Pressouyre showed through the use of his electrical analog

model that surface trapping could explain the occurrence of such a "bump- in the

permeation transient, but his experimental evidence indicated that it was observed only for

Fe membranes not coated with Pd. It is more likely that one or both of the later two

possibilities are responsible- Specifically. the occurrence of surface blisters can be

diminished by lowering the charging current density but this will depend on the integrity

of the interface. If an oxide or corrosion product scale is present prior to Pd plating, a

lower charging current density will be tolerated since hydrogen will build up at this

interface and cause blistering. Experimentally, this presents a repeatability problem since

all specimens must (or should) be tested at a constant input coverage and hence input

current density. The most important conclusion to this discussion is that great care must

., be exercised when the final preparation of a permeation specimen is attempted. In the

course of this study, it was determined that close adherence to the preparation technique

described in Chapter 2 was necessary in order to avoid breakdown of the specimen surface

by blistering. This was especially important for comparison of separate results from

different experiments.

An additionally important technique parameter was the agitation level of the cathodic

charging cell. In practice, it was found that the hydrogen flux rate increased dramatically

with progressively lower stirring speeds. This suggests that convective movement in the
'.

solution somehow aids the surface diffusion of Hd and thus recombination. As a result,

constant, reproducible stirring speeds were essential for relative comparison of flux data.

. This was accomplished by ensuring that the specimen-mechanical stirrer distance and

* .stirring speed was constant throughout all tests.
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After accounting for these "artifact" effects on the observed flux-time data, ,

may then interpret the form of the data using a suitable model. The model m.

adaptable to most boundary conditions and coordinate system is the McNabb and Foster

formalism which assumes that Fick's second law may be modified to:

c .N an •VDVC

where C * C(xt) is the concentration of diffusing hydrogen, N is the single trap type

density, a is the fractional trap occupancy, D is the general diffusivity and t is time.

The accompanying equation which characterizes the nature of the traps is

a!. 
8 n a kC (l-n) - pn

where k is the capture rate and p is the release rate from a particular trap type.

- In order to facilitate manipulation of these terms the equations are usually presented in

,. . dimensionless form

au + av 8 u

and

av . PV (5.2)

where

u - C/C with C being the input concentration

v • nN/C
,p

r • Dt/a where a is characteristic length

. Nka 2ID

P2 /P • pa/D

- a x/a where x is distance from input surface

General solutions to these equations have been obtained by Caskey and Pillinger' 3 '

using finite difference techniques. Representative solutions are shown in Fig. 5-20 which

., . illustrate the effect of trapping parameters (a and b) and input concentrations levels (c)

..on te form of the flux time curve.

"A,..... %*% .:* . . ..*.. a %V. V %
. a% "
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Figure 5-20: Predicted form of normalized flux versus
dimensionless time for varying trapping parameters, as
given. Caskey and Pillinger ; 3

Although qualitative observation of flux curves may point to some general trapping

trends, a more exact quantitative description is necessary. McNabb and Foster determined

. the modified lag time using their formalism for a one-dimensional solution to the

governing differential equations. For simple diffusion theory (no trapping) the time lag is

simply defined by integrating the quantity of hydrogen which has permeated a membrane

* versus time. At longer times, this relation is linear and an extrapolation of the slope to

the time curve defines tL where:

9-
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2
t a

For the case of a single population of reversible traps, this becomes:

a * Nk
p

'8 ... (5.4)

Limiting cases of this equation are useful for analyzing trapping. For dilute

occupancy of traps (A n 1 1). the situation examined by Pressouyre,. this reduces to:

.L = l a (5.5)
, 't

* or

"? D O"., D0. I a where D is the lattice
~- =0

diffusivity and D is the measured or apparent diffusivity. For the case of trap

saturation.

-ft

*: ti. 3NT (56
_e L •o . - 56

'- •

Pressouyre2' confirmed that his studies were indeed performed for a low coverage

situation by observing a linear dependence of D versus N (Ti concentration), while
T

simultaneously varying the input charging current density (Le. C.) to show that this did
,#'/ 0

not affect the measured D values. Since virtually the same charging conditions as his

" were used in the present study (1.0 mA/cm 2 versus 0.8 mA/cm2), although on a more

0complicated microstucture, the same assumption of low coverage will be assumed.

%"
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Recently. Iino143 "1" has expanded on this analysis by solving a similar set of

dimensionless differential equations for combined reversible and irreversible trapping. The

diffusion equations are then expressed by,

-" Du av + w a 2 u (5.7)

with

.. v u - Ov (5.8)

and

A U z(5.9)

where now w - Nj n/C0 and - z N ki a2/D with the "T' subscript denoting

irreversible trapping. These equations are not exact since they have already been modified

for the case of low hydrogen concentration, C. and coverage, n. Using suitable boundary

conditions and the Lapace transform method of solving differential equations, a solution

for the flux is obtained. In this case, the inflection in the predicted flux curves is

!. enhanced in the presence of increasing irreversible trapping. According to this model, the

presence of an inflection indicates that strong traps exist in the microstructure.

Pressouyre2
8.

2  has also analytically accounted for the presence of reversible and

irreversible traps. his approach relies on acquiring successive permeation transients

'S .through a membrane. The shape of the first transient is assumed to be affected by all

traps of consequence in the material. After attaining steady state, the hydrogen source is

removed and the flux decays to zero. If the identical source is then reapplied. the second

'S polarization of the membrane will produce a flux-time curve which will reflect, at the

-* temperature of interest only the presence of significant reversible, weak traps since it is

assumed that the irreversible traps retain their hydrogen during the decay process. If the

second polarization transient is shifted significantly to shorter times, this then indicates the

presence of irreversible trapping.

.' S
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The successive permeation transients obtained from the various microstructures in

this study indicate that both of these models may be suitable for a qualitative

understanding of trapping in this material. As an example. consider the first and second

polarization transients through the as-quenched microstructure. As shown in Fig. 5-21. it

is evident from the shape as well as the close time correlation of these curves that this

microstructure primarily exhibits reversible trapping. Fig. 5-22 presents apparent

diffusivity values calculated from time-lag values from all of the heat treatments studied.

S. Using an estimate of 6 x 10" cm 2 /s "' for the lattice diffusivity of trap-free iron and an

effective diffusivity of I x 10"7  cm2 /sec, as measured from the as-quenched

microstructure, one may estimrze

k N w60 (5.10)

k in this case must be the average for all reversible traps in the microstructure,

including grain boundaries, inclusions, dislocations and Ti substitutional atoms.

Additionally, this factor also incorporates any multiple occupancy coordination factors such

as were discussed by Pressouyre. -In his study, Pressouyre was able to assume that

reversible traps other than Ti atoms were insignificant in his material since the matrix was

essentially well-annealed iron. His values of (k/p)N T ranged from approximately 1 to 10.

Due to the more complex nature of the microstructure (and hence trapping) in the present

study, an independent evaluation of k/p or NT is quite difficult.

- However, if the value of NT is estimated between 102°  1021, this then gives

estimates of k/p ranging from 6 x 10" - 6 10"  cm/atom. Considering the accuracy

with which the D can be detected and the assumption of N, this represents a

reasonable agreement with Pressouyre's findings. Therefore, the character of reversible

trapping in the as-quenched microstructure is assumed to be reasonably equivalent to that

found by Pressouyre in his study.

The permeation transients for 4006C and 500C age microstructures, shown in

Figures 5-23 and 5-24 display a transient "plateau" as was predicted and observed by

O_ .
4% ,- " - "" '." ' ," ,"" " '.". r _,-, . '~'-.- .'.- .
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Figure 5-22± Summary of apparent D values calculated
* from permeation transients using time-lag methods

I ino 36for reversible trapping. lino analytically predicted that an intermediate plateau may

be observed for the case of reversible trapping if the dimensionless release rate, P. is

* sufficiently small This condition holds only for low hydrogen concentration and low trap

coverage. n 1.L His predicted curves are shown in Figure 5-25 where in this case, a

*1% *"

""S.
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plateau is observed for %AIp values greater than 10. This plateau thus seems to indicate

that the nature of trapping in these microstructures is fundamentally different from the

population present in the quench and unaged microstructure. but that over long time

periods, the traps are still reversible. Since the only visible change in microstrucure at

the 400 and 5000C aged conditions was the appearence of carbide phases, it is logical to

assume that these phases may be responsible for the change in reversible trapping

character.

A difficulty in pinpointing this discrepancy is possibly related to the wide range of

values assigned to the binding enthalpy, E., between hydrogen and the ferrite-cementite

134
interface. Robertson and Thompson 3  have determined the average binding enthalpy of

hydrogen to traps in three different microstructures of 1045 steel through the use of the

time-lag approach. In a spheroidized microstructure, the average binding enthalpy

estimated was 36.4 kJ/mole; in pearlite this value fell to 18.4 kJ/mole and in tempered

J, %133martensite. the value was 29.7 kJ/mole. In contrast, Lacombe et al.1 have estimated the
-!35

- binding enthalpy at 2 84 kJ/mol for cementite. Recent studies by Hong and Lee'3 "

estimate this energy at 10.85 kJ/mol. In addition to this, an equally wide discrepancy in

binding energies for H to dislocations in iron have been reported: ranging from as high as

132 A60 ki/mol to as low as 27 kJ/mol t4

The hydrogen flux transients shown in Figure 5-26 for the 600 0 C aged

microstructure now represent a case of deep, irreversible trapping. by comparison with

* both the models of Imo and Pressouyre. Considering first the analysis of lino, the form

of the first polarization flux from Figure 5-26 definitely corresponds closely to the

transient predicted by this author for increasingly stronger trapping. That this trapping is

predominantly irreversible is evident from the form of the second polarization flux which
.0

is shifted to significantly shorter times for all values of J/J" As predicted by the
00

model of Pressouyre, the irreversible (at room temperature) trapping in this microstructure

now shifts the subsequent curve to shorter times, greatly altering the apparent diffusivity

in this microstructure; the ultimate result being that the diffusivity is one and a half
.;,.,s ,/. orders of magnitude fast,. during the second transient.

- .1".

. ............-
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Figur 5-25: Predited form of flux-time curves for
"i mg / of single reversible trap density. Iino3

An estimate of the irreversible trapping energy is possible from this data. Using the

diffusivity values from Tables 5-3 and 5-4 for the 6000C aged microstructure one may

assume again that:
ID

D'. 1 *l --N (5.11)

If the second polarization D value is used for D. the first polarization value for D
• i0

and the estimated TiC precipitate density (.-3.8 x 10" cc-') for NT, one obtains:

k N 5 x 10T16 (5.12)
pTT

using

k/p a exp (E /RT) (5.13)

an estimate of E 87 kJ/mole is found. This does not differ significantly from

the values found by Pressouyre" and Lacombe , considering the error in N and the
-. T

assumption of single atom trapping by each particle.

SThe flux transients for the 7000C aged specimen as shown in Figure 5-27 indicate

.
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that irreversible trapping still occurs but now the second polarization curve again develops

somewhat of an intermediate plateau. At 900 0 C (Fig. 5-28). the intermediate plateau is

- again present but, as in the 400*C and 5000 aged microstructures. both transients

overlap. The indication here is that the nature of at least some of the TiC traps has

changed to having a weaker interaction with hydrogen. possibly more similar to that

between cementite and hydrogen. Additionally, it is possible that the loss of surface-to-

volume ratio associated with coarsening in this temperature regime may also diminish the

trapping capablity of the TiC phase. In the case of the 9000C aged microstructure., a

significant quantity of TiC precipitates has coarsened sufficiently so that coherency strain

interactions may be no longer appreciable. The work of Youle et alons predicted

incoherency at TiC interfaces for particles 200X in size and larger. Since many

V-. precipitates in the 9000C aged microstructure ranged as high as 2000J. this later
.

:.. suggestion is reasonable. It should be noted that this trend of decreased D with aging

temperatures > 600°C was also observed in the study of Takahashi et aL~i. These

authors concluded that fine coherent TiC particles were the most effective traps in their

alloy. These combined findings suggest that trap strength may be decreased by the loss of

coherency about TiC precipitates.

Additionally, as summarized in Figure 5-29, diffusivity values for each thermal

treatment were also calculated using the breakthrough method, which is obtained from the

- measurement of the time for the first detectable flux for hydrogen;

t. (5.14)

S'...

It has been noted by previous researchers that this method should be relatively free

* of internal hydrogen concentration effects but may reflect and can often be dominated by

the effects of slow surface reactions. By comparison of Figure 5-22 with Figure 5-29, it

is immediately obvious that, with the exception of the as-quenched microstructure data, the

* breakthrough D values which always more rapid than the time-lag D values, and somewhat

dispells any argument for a slow surface reaction, while raising the possibilty that fast

* "short circuit" paths for hydrogen diffusion exist in these microstructures.

'o7

- -'.o. V
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Figure 5-27: Normalized hydxogen permeation flux
transients through microstructures aged lhr at 700 0 C
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Figur 5-29. Summary of apparent D values calculated
from permeation transients using breakthrough time method.

In this case, the initial emerging hydrogen flux may traverse the microstructure via
-N a grain boundary or dislocation pipe diffusion path, avoiding strong trapping effects. This

is evident by the close correspondence of the first and second polarization values over all

aging treatments, in contrast to the time lag values. This indicates that the breakthrough

method may not be effective in detecting the presence of strong trapping. The somewhat

surprisingly high D value at 400 C aging apparently points to the most efficient fast flux

paths, which may have consequences on the mechanical integrity in the presence of

. hydrogen. The lower D values at 6000C and 7000C aged conditions suggest that the

high density of TiC precipitates may alter this "fast flux" mechanism in some way. Since

the possible fast diffusion paths and preferred nucleation sites for TiC are probably the

%'.

Si
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same (i.e. dislocations and gram boundaries), this is not unreasonable. At higher

temperatures, the diffusivity once again rises, indicating again that significant changes in

trapping by TiC occur on coarsening (notwithstanding the decreased trapping in the

recrystallized structure).

In summary, these hydrogen permeability studies lead to the following observations:

1. The hydrogen flux data for the microstructures studied here suggest that the
analyses of both Iino36 and Pressouyre"' 0 are appropriate for evaluating the
strength and character of trapping.

2. Intermediate plateau occurrence was apparently associated with cementite
(400°C and 500 C aging) and coarse (>200A) TiC precipitation., indicating
delayed release rates from these trap sites.

3. Irreversible trapping, as comparatively judged from sequential hydrogen flux
transients, was caused by fine ((200A) TiC precipitates. suggesting that the
interfacial structure of these particles may be important in the trapping
mechanism.

4. Comparison of -breakthrough and lag-time diffusivity values indicated that the
former were always faster, suggesting that the hydrogen may be able to
diffuse by "short-circuit" paths. Additionally, sequential breakthrough values
were identical, regardless of microstructure, indicating that these values are
relatively unaffected by trapping.

&3. Hydrogen Effects on Tensile Properties

The tests on cathodically charged and Cd plated smooth, cylindrical tensile specimens

have revealed a surprisingly complex variety of responses to internal hydrogen. A summary

of the results is as follows:

1. At aging temperatures less than 500 C and for one hour duration, failure
proceeds by a ductile mechanism. Increased %RA at failure has been
associated with diminished cementite precipitation and nucleation of fine( .IOA

TiC clusters.

2. Two distinct fractographic features were identified on ductile fracture
surfaces; randomly dispersed, circular tearing topography surface (TTS)"'
"facets" and finer microvoids.

3. At aging temperatures above 5000C, an abrupt plateau in ductility occurs
with a transition to brittle intergranular fracture. Microstructurally, this
failure mode was associated with direct precipitation of TiC phase and
metalloid segregation to grain boundaries.

The 95RA versus aging treatment data summarized in Fig. 5-30 compares the charged and

S% ' 
°
. ° o o • •
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uncharged ductilities for longitudinal (rolling direction) specimens at approximately

- equivalent strength levels. It is important to note that the uniformly high uncharged

ductility, about 70% in this case, indicates that the precipitation sequences and inclusion

densities do not affect the uncharged ductilities to any great extent.

I .- ."

A-

LONGITUDINAL TENSILE DUCTILITY

* UNCHARGED

100- o CHARGED

60-
X-

. . -.

%A40-- 0

20

5- 0o- OI M "

A, 400 500 600 700
AGING TEMPERATURE "C

Figure 5-30: Comparison of charged and uncharged
ductility response for longitudinal tensile testing of Heat

*V113.

It is useful to first consider the unaged through 5000C aged data since apparently

microstructure does play a role in hydrogen induced ductile fracture over this range. The

%RA ranged from an average low of 39% for the unaged and 4000C conditions to a high

•' of 64% in the 500•C aged specimens. The fracture modes and ductilities of the

quenched and 4000C aged microstructures were virtually identical, as demonstrated by the

* data of Table 5-5 and Figures 5-31 and 5-32. As stated above, two distinct fracture

5..o
* .9N.
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modes were observed in these conditions; TTS and MVC. The TTS facets, ranged from

100-700 um in diameter enabling them to be viewed by the naked eye in most cases, as

seen from Figure 5-33. Interrupted tests were run in order to ascertain the point in the

stress-strain history of the specimen at which these facets formed. Charged specimens

which were charged and pulled past the necking strain were unloaded and baked at 150 C

for over 2 hours. When later pulled to failure, these specimens displayed no facets

although inclusions were still found at the center of dimples. Thus on specimens where

*, one or more very large facets formed, the separation clearly occurred very late in the

" * necking process. In general then, it is believed that overload fracture then directly ensued

following the separation of the faceted areas.

Table 5-5: Summary of charged and uncharged

longitudinal tensile properties of Heat V 113 for various
,' heat treatments.

Thermal RA tRA

Tramn a., NWa Uncharged Oiarged aBA, I

As-Qienched 765 895 73 39 34

400"C/lhr 761 838 75 38 37

5O0C/ZSi 784 826 - so

500C/lhr 753 819 75 64 11

500°C/3hr 735 784 - 47

500°C/lOhr 805 - 0

510C/.hr 812 868 -44

,I S2S"C/1hr 826 - 0

S50C/lhr 896 0

600"C/hr 716 903 73 0 73

700*C/1hr 680 0

.

* The plastic tearing ridges formed by this mode formed a "river marking" pattern.

i-i' not unlike that of a conventional cleavage mode. These river patterns in many cases

i. . . ."h"... . . . " " ' , "" '"" " " " ' 'w ' S,
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Figure 5-31: SEM micrograph of tensile fracture surface
of specimen as-quenched from 12000C Hydrogen charged
5hr.

.... ....

Figure 5 -32: SEM micrograph of tensile fracture surface

of specimen aged 1 hr at 4000C. Hydrogen charged 5brs.
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Figure 5-33: Tearing Topography Surface facet shown
near edge of charged tensile specimen fracture surface

..

-~ originated at the -cnte of the usually circular facets and inclusions or inclusion clusters

were often associated with these areas, as shown in Figure 5-34. Using X-ray energy

dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray mapping capabilities, the constituent population for

K atomic number Z > 13 of these particles were determined and in most cases, were found

A to be Al and Ti. Examples of this analysis are shown in Figure 5-35a and 5-35b where

X-ray mapping shows an inclusion cluster that is Al rich at the center and apparently Ti

rich at the periphery. The abundance of Al-rich inclusions is not surprising since this

steel, as well as commercial grade Ti steels, must be thoroughly killed prior to the

addition of Ti to the melt to avoid Ti 2 formation. The clustering of Ti around Al in

these inclusions indicates that the Al oxide (and nitride) particles wich form first are

favorable nucleation sites for Ti bearing inclusions which generally form at lower

tempate as. Somd but not all Ti inclusions were found to contain S, as discussed

erlier, whh asustd wthat these may be r-Ti S, Ti Cs or Fe .. iS. The study of
dseiv and sroso revealed similar flat facets emanating from complex chemistry

inclusions of pre-charged 4130 steel. For reasons which were not established.

addinal tsprious chemical components of the inclusions of this study included Ca and

[ Wo-.'
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-Fgre 5-34: SEM Micrograph showing typical TTS
fracture radiating from inclusion particle

The change in fracture processes within these facets is important since their

formation was not observed in uncharged specimens and therefore it must be concluded

that this fracture mode transition is directly related to hydrogen enrichment in and around

- the stressed regions associated with an inclusion. A similar type of fracture mode has

been observed in notched low alloy HY-130 steels tested in a hydrogen gas atmosphere.

* -These authors' found this failure mode along surfaces of maximum shear stress and noted

the similarity to the glide-plane decohesion found by Bernstein and Nakasato and

Bernstein" 6. They further noted that this fracture involved both interfacial decohesion (of

the martensite laths) and transcrystalline cracking. Earlier studies of Lee, Goldenberg and

Hirth"' on precharged and dynamically charged U-notch specimens of 1095 steel revealed

that voids formed at tower macroscopic strains than in the uncharged condition, leading to

the conclusion that hydrogen promoted plastic instability along characteristic slip lines.

Recently Kim and Morris1' examined hydrog u cracking in a 5.5 Ni cryogenic steel and

found a similar fracture mode. Their TEM study of the initiation of cracking revealed

that crackq did indeed form along (1101 and 112) planes as expected for glide plane

.S,,
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decohesion, but they noted that these were also common low angle boundary planes in lath

martensite. They finally concluded that embrittlement occurred by interlath cracking due

to hydrogen. In light of these other studies, the subtle change in fracture mode within

the TTS facets here suggests that hydrogen may cause plastic instability or may alter the

slip mode.

__In a definitive review of tearing topography surface (TTS) fracture, Thompson and

ChesnuttU 3 proposed likely mechanisms of formation; one possibility was that it is a type

of microvoid coalescence in which there are many closely spaced active nuclei. If

subsequent void growth or premature strain localization intervenes, then well developed

voids would not be observed. Premature strain localization may be exactly what Lee et

al.155 observed in their study, and localized plasticity would explain the intense

transgranular cracks found by Bernstein along (1101 planes, in iron. There is suppor~tng

evidence for strain localization or localized plasticity. Earlier work has shown that

sufficient H in the a-Fe matrix may increase the mobility of screw dislocations and

promote planar (intense) slip. Additionally, apparently direct evidence for H induced

dislocation mobility has been produced by Birnbaum' 5 2 and workers using in-situ TEM

studies. They found that the trace of "saw-tooth" fracture surfaces on thin foils of a-Fe

strained in a hydrogen atmoshere contained the (110) plane. Hence, there exists in the

literature a possibly consistent connection between H-induced slip planarity. strain

localization and formation of void free ductile fracture.

The common thread of these findings, among others, is a microstructural alteration

of slip ease, planarity and distribution due to a sufficient, albeit unknown. concentration

K-.- of hydrogen. Another implication of such a mechansm, as suggested by McMahon" . is

that such a dislocation structure would enhance dislocation ingress along slip bands and a

• dynamic transport role of dislocations, if one exists. Such accelerated transport through

*.:., intense "slip bands" may also explain the large extent of these facets compared to the size

of the central inclusions.

%.
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What is also important in the findings of the present study is a lessened propensity

for such facet formatioa at aging temperatures near 5000C. Fractography of these

specimens Fig. (5-36 a and b) does not reveal any large facets although a number of

secondary cracks, not present in the uncharged condition, are now evident. High

-. magnification examination of these cracks reveals internal features which may be slip

,-'markings, as shown in Figure 5-36b. It should be recalled that this microstructure

differs from those at lower aging temperatures in that the 5000C aged microstructure was

.shown to contain a relatively high density of fine TiC particles and a somewhat less

coarse Fe3 C particle distribution.

This tendency for increased resistance with the onset of TiC formation was

somewhat obscured by the results of transverse orientation tensile tests as graphically

summarized in Figure 5-37. In this case, the as-quenched and 5000C treated specimens

showed lower hydrogen-induced ductility than the 400C aged specimen. This discrepancy

", .' may be related to the uncharged anisotropy which was discussed earlier. It is possible in
-. ,..-,.S

this case that the slightly higher strain rate (-. 3 times higher) could account for a shift in

the material properties, but supporting evidence concerning this is lacking. An interlath

orientation relation or an anisotropic inclusion distribution could be possible reasons for

such an effect.

In summary. the embrittlement susceptibility of tensile specimens aged at

temperatures up to 5000C indicated that:

I. Inclusions play a central role in these microstructures as sites of hydrogen
enrichment and premature fracture.

2. Ductile fracture initiated about inclusions does not produce a mncrovoid
coalescence separation but instead a TTS fracture mode, suggesting that
enriched hydrogen in these areas may promote a glide-plane decohesion
mechanism.

- 3. Microstructures containing fine TiC clusters were found to have greater
inherent resistance to TTS facets formation in longitudinal. 25 mm. (6.4 mm.
diam.) length specimens.

* In contrast to both of these results, which apparently point to a mechanism of

9- k'
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Figure 5-36: SEM mnicrographs of tensile fracture
surfaces from specimen aged I hr. at 5000C a.) Dimpled
surface and secondary cracks; b.) Close-up of secondary
cracking revealing slip marking features.
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V 113

.1100- TRANSVERSE TENSILE DUCTILITY
0 Uncharged
0 Charged

ad

AQ40 500 600 700
2 AGING TEMPERATURE, OC

( PSWO 5-37: Comparison of charged and uncharged
ductility response for transverse tensile testing of Heat
V1 13

hydrogen embrittlement rooted in plasticity effects, the fracture mode of specimens aged at

-. 5250C through 700%C was effectively totally intergranular with respect to the prior

grain structure and dramatically no %RA was measured at any of these temperatures.

As with the trend inductile regponse it isimportant to keepn mind the

microstructural aging reactions operative in this temperature regime; at temperatures

between 5000C and 6000 direct precipitation of TiC occurs with little or no Fe 3C

precipitation evident.

SEM examination of fracture surfaces from the 6000 aged specimen (Fig. 5-38)

reveal that they are smooth and devoid of large particles, which have been associated with

*brittle fracture in previous studies". Additionally, secondary intergranular cracks were

J often observed. The -clean" fetures of these grain boundary facets and their similarity to
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Table 5-6: Summary of charged and uncharged transverse
tensile properties of Heat V113 for various heat treatments

Thexul iY IVa &uS 1a IRA, Uncharged IRA, Charged OA

Treatemt

As-quenched 663 801 82.4 50.4 32

400/1 hr 700 772 81.6 69.6 12

500/1 hr 694 767 - 52.5 27.5*

600/1 hr 792.8 847 73.6 0 73.6

700/1 hr 601 653 81.6 83.2 0

temper embrittled steel fracture surfaces suggested that a similar mechanism may have

been at least partially responsible for this fracture path. Accordingly. Auger electron

" ~.spectroscopy techniques were employed in order to ascertain whether metalloid species (i.e.

P or S) were present at these boundaries in order to understand why these fracture paths

were preferred in this aging temperature regime.
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Figure 5-38: SEM micrograph of tensile fracture surface
of specimen aged I hr at 600 C Hydrogen charged 5hr.

Auger spectra generated from specimens fractured in situ (10"9 tor) to produce

"clean" 7, facets revealed that significant P and sometimes S signals were generated from

these surfaces (Figure 5-39). What is not known is how much if any of these species

exist at these boundaries at lower temperatures. However, a possible implication of such

findings is that these species segregate to the boundaries in a temperature regine

concurrent with the direct precipitation of the TiC phase. Previous studies, as covered in

the Literature Review, suggest that these two occurrences are often related. The

aforementioned study of Ustinovshchikov s3 apparently has established this same sequence

(ie. association of alloy carbide formation with intergranular fracture) in a series of P-

doped steels having Mo, V, and Cr as the alloy carbide formers. The development of the

* transition from transgranular to intergranular fracture in his study of a Mo steel is shown

I,.- in Figure 5-40. where the chart summarizes the ductility, (given by transition

temperature), precipitation sequence (inferred from hardness measurements) and fracture

mode (given by either T or 1) as a function of aging of time at 55OC. Note that the

transition from transgranular to intergranular (and hence to a high transition temperature)

...

.u_.-,
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is almost directly related with the peak in secondary hardening and an implied conversion

to a solely alloy carbide distribution. This same trend was observed for V and also for

Cr, although to a lesser extent. It was suggested by the author that prior to carbide

precipitation, the metal solute atoms exist in solution as clusters with other interstials as

well as relatively stable P-bearing complexes. Given sufficient time for alloy atom

diffusion, the more thermodynamically favored carbide eventually forms, freeing the

metalloids to diffuse to grain boundaries. This sequence was supported by the study of

Erhart et al."2 on P segregation in the Fe-Ti-P and Fe-Ti-P-C systems, who showed that

phosphorus does interact quite strongly with Ti in solution although the form of the

phosphide phase cluster was undetermined. More importantly, they also established that the

scavenging action of Ti with P was reduced in all experimental alloys containing carbon.

This can be seen from Figure 5-41 taken from this study. The data at carbon levels less

than 0.05% C indicate that the carbon-free alloy contained less P at - grain boundaries

* (as determined from Auger electron analyses) than the carburized alloys. From these data,

the authors also concluded that TiC phase can lower the grain boundary concentration of

P by trapping the P at the TiC/matrix interface. It is clear, however, that the formation

of stable complexes of Ti and P -is more effective in alleviating embrittlement than

trapping of P at TiC interfaces.

The specific details of this apparently similar phenomenon in the Ti steel of this

study more or less point to the same sequence. Through a detailed examination of the

development of intergranular fracture in longitudinal tensile specimens in this temperature

regime, Figure 5-42. it appears that a plateau level develops starting at 5500, consistent

with this temperature being the lowest at which direct TiC precipitation with no

concurrent Fe C precipitation occurs. However, the Auger data at 5500C and 600°C as

shown in Table 5-7 suggest that although the amount of intergranular fracture does not

significantly increase above 5500C, continued enrichment of the metalloid elements at the

prior y boundaries continues to occur at 600 0 C. Attempts to analyze prior y boundaries

in 7000C specimens were unsuccessful since only a shear dimpled fracture surface was

*formed at this temperature. This likely results from the lower strength levels of this aged

condition.

.%
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Figure 5-39, General scanning auger spectrum obtained
from 600 C/lhr aged specimen fracture surfaces. In situ
vacuum fracture.

Previous studies of hydrogen embrittlement of high strength steels have established

% .that utergranular fracture is a common mode of failure suggesting the efficiency of these

0 sites as low configurational energy sites for hydrogen. They would presumably also be

preferred for TIC precipitation, as judged by the more intense TiC precipitate density

observed along lower angle lath boundaries in this steel. Since the hydrogen trapping

results have established that these TiC particles are apparently strong traps for hydrogen it

- may well be that the hydrogen in solution has been concentrated in these areas, and along

with the effect of P. the fracture strength of these boundaries is exceeded well before

, general yielding. Although this possibility is not unreasonable, the Auger spectrum data

do not provide conclusive evidence for or against such a process. One problem in

.,-
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Figure 5-40: Development of temper embrittlement in P
doped. Mo steel showing association of transition
temperature. acing response and carbide planes.
Ustinovshichikov 3

interpretation is that the Ti transition at 386 eV may easily be obscurred by a nitrogen

transition at 381 eV although the presence of an additional peak at 417 eV is strong

suggestive evidence for Ti, as shown in the spectra of Figure 5-43. However, these

characteristic Ti peaks were not found on all facets examined so a more conclusive

answer is not possible.

The longitudinal data are once again contradicted by the transverse hydrogen charged

_ ductility values in this brittle regime. Whereas the 7000C aged longitudinal tests

continued to display intergranular fracture, the transverse test at this condition now

somewhat surprisingly showed no effect whatsoever (through %RA) of hydrogen, as seen

- by comparison of Fig. 5-29 and 5-36. Since the longitudinal specimen does display

intergranular fracture, it is felt that the high degree of plasticity developed in the

transverse test at this condition is caused primarily by a drop in strength level.

The propensity for intergranular failure at these higher temperature aging conditions,

as opposed to quasicleavage or MVC. as summarized in Fig. 5-42. indicates that by

0 "
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Table 5-7: Summary of calculated P and S
concentrations measured at prior austenite boundaries

A/As/Ae %P at% IS atf.
Heat Treatment p 703. 703

550/]kM 0.0379 0.0303 1.4 0.8

0.044 0.0503 1.6 1.2

600/HR 0.0462 0.0925 1.7 2.3

0.0723 0.0395 2.6 0.9

0.074 0.0855 2.7 2.1--1. us

e 0.04 1.3

0.03 1.1 -

0.04 1.3

0.02 0.7

-@
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Fgwe 5-43*. Auger electron spectrum taken from
fracture facets on 600"C/ihr aged specimen showing
overlap of N and Ti transiUons.

constant up to 7000C. This is surprising since metalloid related embrittlement in steels

has been shown to be diminished at temperatures higher than 6000C"' s' presumably due

. to increased matrix solubility. This persistence for intergranular fracture may stem from

two different causes. First. if TiC is an effective trap for P. as suggested by Erhart et.
.o. * 42
-. al. , the TiC precipitates at these boundaries, still present as a fine distribution., may

inhibit movement of P back into solution in the matrix. Additionally, these precipitates

will still effectively trap hydrogen at these locations; both of these possible actions could

retain H and P at the boundary.

0In summary, the tests for the effect of H on tensile ductility in this alloy system

' have led to several conclusions.
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1. Hydrogen can alter the form of ductile fracture from normal microvoid
coalescence to a mode best described by the Thompson and Chesnutt' 3

6

definition of tearing topography surface and consistent with hydrogen related
fracture surfaces observed by previous researchers and similar to a glide plane
decohesicn mechanism of separation.

2. The centering of this fracture mode about inclusions indicates that hydrogen is
attracted to these sites, most probably due to the localized stress enhancement
about these sites and possibly through plastic flow (dislocation transport).

..

3. Small segregations of metalloid elements (i.e. P or S) to high energy (prior
y) boundaries can apparently induce brittle fracture along these boundaries
when accompanied by and associated with internal hydrogen.

4. The strong coincidence of brittle fracture with the onset of secondary
hardening (i.e. alloy carbide precipitation) implies that a strong interaction of
Ti with P occurs in this steel or alternatively that the strong trapping of
hydrogen at TiC precipitates on prior y boundaries exceeds the critical

*.'" concentration for cracking at these sites.

5.4. Hydrogen Induced Cracking (HIC)

In general, the results of internal hydrogen induced cracking in this alloy reflect the

relatively high ductility of this alloy class in comparison with other alloys previously

studied using this technique. For these tests, the only specimens studied were the as-

quenched and 400. 500, 600°C/I hr. aged treatments, as it will be recalled that the

longitudinal a levels of these microstructures were equivalent. An additional specimen

aged at 700°C/1 hr. was also tested, but sustained load/displacement cracking could not

be induced.

In brief, the key results of these tests were:

* 1. The lowest threshold observed, for these particular hydrogen charged
conditions, was for the 400OC/1 hr. aged specimen at 38 MPa(m)1 2 . The
as-quenched. 500°C/1 hr. and 600°C/1 hr. conditions produced K levels of
approximately 60 MPa(m) 2 .

2. Critical fracture for the as-quenched. 400OC/I hr. and 500aC/I hr. aging
[-* conditions occurred at stress intensity levels between 100 and 110 MPa(m)

the 600°C/1 hr. treatment failed by fast fracture at a stress intensity level of
?- ." 85 MPa(m)"2 .

3. Although a distinct threshold level was found for all tests, little K-
independent Stage II cracking was established in any of these studies.

Instead, a regime consisting of highly erratic crack growth was observed,
similar in its graphical features to that observed by Gerberich and

102
V... co-workers .

,%
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Starting first with the results for the 600OC/I hr. aged specimen. as shown in Fig.

5-44, it was observed that this microstructure possessed less intrinsic toughness than the

other treatments studied. This is not unreasonable in light of the Auger electron

spectroscopy which indicated an enhanced metalloid segregation to prior y boundaries in

this aging condition. Lower fracture toughness is a common characteristic indicator of the

onset of temper embnttlemet in stoels. In the near-threshold region, the crack growth

rate rose very sharply with stress intensity and a crack velocity exceeding 10"s m/sec was

~ "". attained. This should be compared to the lower velocities measured in this regime for the

other microstructures. Crack growth abruptly dropped off at this point and only briefly

sustained crack growth rates of near 10 m/sec before overload failure.
.. '~

The most unexpected result from testing of this microstructure was the relatively

* ,. high threshold K value of just over 60 MPa(m)' ' exhibited. It has been observed in

previous work that temper embrittled microstructures usually exhibit lower thresholds for

i- evronmental cracking than non-embrittled ones. This is understandable from the

standpoint of the conventional "mechanism" for hydrogen induced cracking; i.e. cracking

will occur upon attainment of a -critical stress/hydrogen concentration combination. The

greater degree of irreversible trapping in this microstructure may have precluded the

attainment of hyrogen concentrations sufficient to cause even low energy intergranular

fracture. This possibility A~l be considered further in the discussion chapter.
dd

* %Examination of the fracture surfaces from this specimen revealed that cracking was

predominantly intergranular, as was observed in the charged tensile tests. This can easily

be seen in Pig. 5-45, which shows the intergranular facets adjacent to the fatigue pre-

crack from the threshold cracking region. Many secondary cracks were also observed on

the fracture surface. Examination of sectioned surfaces normal to the main crack plane

W.5- revealed isolated cracks below it. When etched, these cracks can be seen to be

propagating along lath packet or high angle boundaries (Pig. 5-46).

In contrast with the above stated results, the results from the 500OC/I hr. aged

5,.
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PIgWO 5-45:- SEM mnicrograph of 600OC/lhr aged DCB
specImen showing threshold cracking region.
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as shown in Fig. 5-47. Irregular crack growth commenced at stress intensities near 70

MPa(m)"I and crack growth rates just above 1O m/sec. At increasing stress intensities

up to failure, mean crack growth rates vacillated quite rapidly between high and low

propagation rates.

This increased resistance to cracking was evident from the fractographic examination

of thns specimen, which displayed generally transgranular cracking and tearing on a fine

scale. Figure 5-48 shows the cracking developed just beyond the fatigue pre-crack in the

threshold region: fracture is certainly quite ductile here, in comparison to that seen in Fig.

5-45 from the 600 0 C aged condition. In addition, a number of "secondary" cracking

features can be identified from this figure. These features resemble "yawned"

" ' transgranular cracks found by Bernstein47 in cathodically charged iron. The nucleation

sites for these cracks and the reason for their blunted appearance could not be ascertained

from these studies, although more will be said about them later in this section.

" Curiously, the as-quenched microstructure specimen displayed cracking behavior

(Figure 5-49) quite similar to that found for the 5000C aging. The threshold in this

case was 59 MPa(m)"/ and fast fracture (K Q) occurred at a stress intensity of 110

MPa(m)". Once again, hydrogen induced cracking above the threshold stress intensity

consisted of periods of growth followed by inactivity (incubation) which were again

followed by growth. It appears that the erratic nature of this cracking may have been

. less than that observed for the 5000C aged specimen as growth periods in this case were

less frequently interrupted and for shorter time periods.

The fracture surface of the as-quenched specimen was similar to that of the 500 C

aged specimen in that cracking was predominantly transgranular, consisting of quasi-

* cleavage and ductile tearing, as seen in Fig. 5-50. Deeper secondary cracks, similar to

those seen in the 5000C aged specimen were also present for this case, although the

,'.'. frequency of observation was somewhat less for this case at the higher crack velocities

(near failure). The fracture mode observed resembled classical quasi-cleavage more so

5)_
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FPgW 5-48: SEM micrograkph showing near threshold
crack surface in 500°C/Ihr aged DCB specimen

than observed in any of the other specimens. This may indicate that the failure mode was

more purely mechanically determined as opposed to one based predominantly on

*, hydrogen/microstructure interactions.

The 4000C aging treatment yielded hydrogen induced cracking properties as shown

in Figure 5-51. The most notable difference found here was that cracking continued

down to a threshold stress intensity of 36 MPa(m)'. Between 40 and 60 MPa(m)l1, a

reasonably K- independent Stage II type cracking did occur at a crack growth rate of 3 x

Z 10"  m/sec. Analysis of the load cell/clip gage signal records indicated that the

increments of crack growth. Aa, in this regime were also remarkably constant at

1000O m. The fricture mode in this regime, as shown in Figure 5-52, was essentially

quasi-cleavage. Inclusions were occasionally identified at the source of these facets.

[.-. At 60 MPa(m) r2 , crack growth once again, became highly irregular and a notableFdecrease in crack growth rate was found as observed in the 5000C aged and as-quenched

So .

*****.-: . - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ * *
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Figure 5-50: SEM mnicrograph of typical cracking mode

from as-quenched DCB specimen

specimens. The cracking mode here was now quite similar to the ductile tearing

A mentioned previously, but now the occurrence of blunt secondary cracks was 4juite

prevalent, as seen in Figure 5-53. Normal sections through the fracture surface revealed

* features within these "cracks" which had the appearance of slip markings. as shown in

Figure 5-54. Note the presence of minor cracks adjacent to the larger one which

apparently are not linked to the main crack. These cracks were found to follow the

underlying lath structure. This cracking process was terminated by fast fracture at a

stress intensity level of 100 MPa(mV1 .

The appearance of these secondary yawned cracks may be related to the cementite

structure developed during the various aging treatments employed. These cracks were most

prominent in the 4000C aged microstructure, followed by the 500OC aging and finally by

the as-quenched microstructure. It may be recalled that the 4000C aging produced the

largest density of cementite clusters at ferrite lath boundaries. The 5000C aging did

cause some fine cementite precipitation, but this reaction was apparently hindered by TiC

* clustering and the occurrence of cemnentite was thus diminished. The as-quenched

'
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Figure 5-Si: Internal Hydrogen Induced Cracking in
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Figure 5-51~ SEM micrograph of fracture surface of
400OC/lhr aged DCB. K,- 46 MPa(m)" 2

q%

N

- 9. *.

*Figure 5-53: SEM micrograph of fracture surface of
400OC/lhr aged DCB specimen. K,.v 65 MPa(m)" 2

microstructure essentially by-passed precipitation of all carbide phases: isolated cementite

laths were irregularly found in this microstructure. The coincidence of this fracture

6 morphology with the cementite phase suggests that cracking in advance of the main crack
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may be nucleated at these particles. The common stress intensity (60-70 MPa(m)2) for

appearance of this process may similarly indicate the common stress/hydrogen concentration

required for cracking initiated at thesz sites.

To summarize, hydrogen induced cracking in this alloy was found to be dependent

on microstructure at equivalent strength levels. When aged at 600a C, so that fine TiC

precipitation took place., the alloy was found to have the lowest apparent toughness and

HIC occurred predominantly along prior austenite boundaries. This microstructure also

exhibited the highest subcritical cracking rate (0105 m/sec). At lower aging

temperatures, as found for the charged tensile experiments, cracking proceeded by a more
I/2

ductile transgranular fracture mode. As stress intensities between 60-70 MPa(m)',

blunted secondary cracks appeared on the fracture surface; the incidence of this type of

cracking increased in the order 4000C, 5000C and as-quenched. This is also the order
of increasing frequency of cementite appearence in this alloy. Only in the 400 C aged

microstructure was cracking observed below K levels of 60 MPa(m)l : . In this case, the

fracture mode appeared to be that of quasi-cleavage, and larger inclusions appeared to

play a significant role in the initiation of quasi-cleavage facets.

Some general observations concerning the tests should be noted. The load cell/clip

gage signal test records for there studies indicated that cracking occurred by discrete

jumps of the main crack front suggesting, as has been done previously, that cracking is a
"'"p discontinuous process. An additional feature which was common to virtually all of there

tests was crack branching and breakage of the specimen "arm" during testing. It is the

author's opinion that this phenomenon was largely attributable to specimen geometry,

specifically arm height and side groove depth. As the crack continued to grow, more

bending of the arms occurred until the grossly altered specimen deflection produced more

severe stresses (normal and shear) across the arm height than at the crack tip region.

This problem was probably exacerbated by the unusually high stress intensities necessary to

- produce hydrogen induced cracking in the first place.

0J "
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Chapter 6

Discussion of Results

6.1. Hydrogen Trapping

The results of the electrochemical permeation experiments strongly indicate that deep

trapping, as indicated by depressed initial transient diffusivity values, is associated with

aging reactions which occur at temperatures >500 0C. From the results of the

microstructural characterization section, it is apparent that the predominant reaction in this

temperature range is the direct heterogeneous precipitation of TiC phase. That deep

trapping is associated with the presence of significant amounts of this phase is in direct

agreement with earlier work primarily that of Pressouyre

Comparable results have been reported recently by Takahashi5 | and co-workers where

hydrogen diffusivity values were measured using the same technique employed in ths

thesis. Using quench and temper treatments on 0.05%C-0.02% Ti steels. these authors 4

reported virtually identical diffusivity values for hydrogen in the as-quenched condition and

for I hr aging times at 300, 400 and 5000C (Fig. 6-1). The D value in all these

Nconditions was approximately 5 x 10' cm 2/sec. In the 1 hr at 600"C condition, the
0 f, 2

diffusivity value dropped to 1 x 10"- cm 2/sec; a one and a half order of magnitude drop.

It was also found that the diffusivity values increased steadily on aging at progressively

higher temperatures. At temperatures of 900-10000C, the diffusivity values once again

-0 attained a mean value of 5 x 10"cml/sec.

These authors attributed the low diffusivity at 600 -700C to Ti precipitation by

direct observation of Ashby-Brown type contrast about fine "coherent" TiC precipitates m

these microstructures. At 7000C. the mean particle diameter was OOA. Additionally,

.. j
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Figure 6-1: Time-lag diffusivity and precipitate data of
Takahashi eLaL.5  showing steep diffusivity drop after
6000C aging

electrical resistivity measurements showed a marked drop at 6000C which was associated

with Ti precipitation. The diminished trapping at higher aging temperature (07000C) was

associated with the loss of coherency rather than coarsening of the TiC phase.

Additionally. it was concluded that coherent TiC particles were more effective traps than

either Ti substitutional atoms or incoherent TiC particles and that statc hydrogen induced

cracking in this steel was diminished in microstructures possessing lower D values. The

evidence for the trapping conclusion was minimal however, and no cracking data or

details were given.

These findings are consistent with those of Pressouyre , who concluded that Ti

precipitates were strong traps by comparison of first and successive diffusion transients

through microstructures containing these particles, as described previously. He analyzed

the TiC precipitate distribution in his Fe-Ti-C alloys, and the smallest reported size was

400r2. In light of the microstructural and trapping characterization of this and

- Takahashi's study, it must be questioned whether TiC particles exceeding 400)L were

predominantly responsible for deep trapping. Simlarly, the exact cause of deep trappmg

at TiC interfaces must also be re-exammed.

Additional evidence for the strong trapping capability of TiC on diffusing H in
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a-Fe has been provided by Iino 3
6 on Ti bearing steels, using electrochemical permeation

and thermal desorption techniques. He observed intermediate plateaus on flux-time curves

wuhich zould be predicted using the McNabb-Foster formalism, by allowing for greatly

diminished release rates and low coverage (CIN (( 1) of the trapping population. lino

found that the persistence of these plateaus increased with increasing Ti content; this was

explainable in terms of an overall reduced concentration of diffusing H in the matrix and

a greater quantity of deep trapping sites. Additional thermal degassing experiments

indicated that a peak hydrogen evolution occurred between 500-550DC and that the height

of this peak increased with increasing Ti concentration. It was concluded that the high

temperature peak was associated with "deep" traps and the correspondence with Ti content

allowed for the conclusion that TiC precipitates were the responsible microstructural

trapping site. The appearance of transient plateaus in the present study supports Iino's

explanation and model, from which additional information may also be derived. Although

-. Iino did not report microstrctural chaacteruation results or heat treatments for his

material, one mutt assume that tbiy were aged in such a way that all the Ti was

precipitated as carbides: hence, the strong observed trapping.
A'

In the previously mentioned study of Brass" . hydrogen permeation and trapping

* * were studied in both 35 CD4 (AISI 4137) and 42 CD4 (AISI 4140) low alloy steels.

Here too, intermediate plateaus were observed but only during the first polarization and

only for microstructures aged above 3000C. This may indicate a similar trapping

behavior trend as observed in the present study, since it may be recalled that intermediate

plateaus were found during initial polarizaion for ill but the as-quenched microstructure.

Brass, however, did not observe this behavior for second polarizations; such results were

4-. only found in the present study for the 6000C aged microstructure.

In the present study, the trend in plateau occurrence directly paralleled the

- progression of carbide precipitation in the lath ferrite matrix. In the as-quenched

microstructure. the flux curves (Fig. 5-21) displayed a form predicted for weak, reversible

. irapping only. Plateaus were observed in microstructures (Figs. 5-23 and 5-24)

-F'
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possessing somewhat stronger trapping than observed in the as-quenched structure. i.e.

dislocations, gram boundaries and Ti substitutional atoms. It is postulated that these

intermediate (but still reversible) strength traps were Fe3 C carbides. as concluded from the

lower aging temperatures (4000C and 500C) and TiC precipitates sized above some

critical dimension, as shown by the development of second polarization plateaus in the

7000C (Fig. 5-27) and 9000C (Fig. 5-28) microstructures, and the absence of this

plateau in the 600°C second polarization.(Fig. 5-26)

In the 400 0 C age treatment, where cementite precipitation was well advanced, the

intermediate plateau was observed. This may be accounted for by the stronger trapping

exhibited by the cementite phase. as predicted by Asaoka3 . Since no TiC phase was

detected in this microstructure, it must be assumed that Fe C is responsible. It should be

noted that. although the transient plateau indicated delayed release of trapped hydrogen. the

traps responsible in this case are not irreversible. This can be determined by noting the

close correspondence of the second polarization flux with the first. This indicates that the

same density of traps has participated n the second polarization as did in the first

polarization. therefore. litUe hydrogen-was irreversibly trapped.

This same reasoning applies to the flux data for the 5000C age microstructure,

*although the order of magnitude drop in diffusivity compared to the as-quenched

microstructure clearly indicates that the nature of the traps has changed during this

- treatment.

Here again, the microstructures were found to contain cementite and TiC clusters

. * were also detected. Since the first and second transients for this microstructure were

""'"virtually identical it may again. and in the case of the 400aC aged microstructure, be

concluded that bulk trapping is reversible and any additional role of the TiC phase cannot

be definitely determined. The dramatic drop in diffusivity at 6000C, as observed by

-. Takahashi, undoubtedly is associated with TiC precipitation. From examination of the

flux time curve, one may see a persistent intermediate plateau which indicates stronger

-pe
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trapping than in either the 400 or 5000C conditions. As might be expected. the second

polarization flux does not develop a transient plateau. It is noteworthy here that the

observed TiC precipitation was generally sized below the supposed semicoherent

- incoherent transition diameter of w,200A, as postulated by Youle. 6 If coherency strains

are important to the irreversible trapping of this phase, then this precipitate population

would be expected to exhibit only irreversible trapping. The lack of an observable plateau

on the second polarization transient may be taken as evidence that little intermediate

strength reversible trapping capability is associated with this precipitate size range.

Considering the observed flux transient results for the 7000C aged microstructure

test (Fig. 5-27), the second polarization transient now exhibits an intermediate plateau.

Except for the partial recrystallization of this microstructure (which would diminish

reversible trapping), the primary distinction with the 600aC aged structure is the

coarsening of a fraction of the TiC particles above the 200X range. As stated before, the

implication is that these precipitates now behave as intermediate strength, reversible traps.

Since many particles are sufficiently small, irreversible trapping still occurs.

Finally, after 900°C aging, a sufficient portion of the precipitates has coarsened to

an incoherent size range such that little irreversible trapping occurs. The existence of

plateaus on both transients confirms, however, that these precipitates give rise to delayed

release of trapped hydrogen from their interfaces.

It is difficult to substantiate the role of precipitate coherency effects on trapping

without direct observation and analysis. Due to the small size range in which TiC loses

its registry with the matrix, TEM examination in this study failed to provide useful

information. Takahashi reported- that coherency strain fields were detected about small

. TiC precipitates in the 7002C aged condition in the form of Ashby-Brown type contrast.

Evidence of this form was not possible in the present study, possibly due to interfering

strain effects from the high dislocation density or quenched in stresses.

t..The breakthrough diffusivities (Fig. 5-29) determined from the electrochemical

.4. - ° ' . • .
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permeation experiments are suggestive of a fast-path diffusion mechanism through these

microstructures, as determined from their larger magnitude in comparison to the time-lag

D values (Fig. 5-22). As stated in the last chapter, the coincidence of the first and

second polarization values indicates that this method does not provide a sensitive measure

of trap strength, but the variation of diffusivity with aging treatment does suggest that the

microstructure can affect these -supposed short-circuit paths. The features to note from

the breakthrough D values are the apparently high D values in the 4000C and 9000C

aged conditions as compared to the 6000C and 7000C aged specimens. Microstructurally,

the former two structures correspond to coarse cementite cluster formation and coarsened

TiC precipitation, respectively. In contrast, the latter microstructures consist of the finest

TiC precipitation and strongest trapping. The presence of fine, homogeneous strong traps

may perhaps delay H permeation whereas a low density, heterogeneous trap density is less

efficient in this way. The recrystallized structure at 900 0 C may obscure this analogy

somewhat, but this certainly appears to be the case for the 4000C aging.

To summarize the preceding discussion it appears that trapping in relatively simple

" alloy systems may -be more complex -than previously imagined. It has once again been

demonstrated that precipitates associated with Ti can be strong traps for hydrogen as

indicated by the form of the transient hydrogen fluxes through these microstructures, as

well as by omparison of time-lag diffusivity values. Apparently, when these particles

coarsen above a critical size and/or coherency range, the nature of trapping about them is
.4..

altered and they become more reversible traps with relatively high )X/p values, in analogy

* 36with the model of ino. This apparently also applies to Fe C which precipitates at

relatively low (< 5000) temperatures. The nature of trapping (reversible or irreversible)

in these microstructures can be ascertained from time-lag analysis and this is supported by

the similarity in the diffusivity trends between this and Takahashi's 1 work. Conversely,

breakthrough diffusivities may only indirectly indicate the nature of trapping as successive

transients produce identical diftusivity values. The values of these diffusivities may

* nonetheless be important for a predictive capability in evaluating a particular

microstructure's susceptibility to internal hydrogen. In contrast to the time-lag methods,

,4.
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which determines the diffusivity through an integration of the flux, the breakthrough time

can more easily be understood as a more direct measure of the ease of hydrogen transport

through the microstructure. In a microstructure where only slight supersaturation levels

are required at failure initiation sites or mean diffusion distances are relatively small, it is

possible that the degree of embrittlement may scale better with the breakthrough. rather

than time-lag diffusivity. In the following sections, where the degree of embrittlement of

this alloy is considered, these different methods of interpreting hydrogen permeability

should be kept in mind. For the tensile test, time is particularly important since diffusion

will be greatly confined. Plasticity effects (dislocation transport) on hydrogen transport

must also be considered. For the long-term hydrogen induced cracking studies, larger

scale diffusion of hydrogen should certainly play a more important role, especially since

-' deformation and failure are not externally induced in this case, i.e. hydrogen must

contribute more to the fracture mechanism. The supply of hydrogen from the remote

matrix regions to the crack tip may also be important in this case.

6.2. Tensile Properties

?. The results of the uniaxial tension tests indicate the complexity of the interaction of

internal hydrogen with a ferritic steel microstructure. It is felt, however, that the results

are consistent with the trap theory of hydrogen embrittlement (TTHE) developed by

. Pressouyre and Bernstein 32 and also with more recent theories of temper embrittlement

involving alloy element-metalloid interactions"'2 ".3 5

*In brief, the trap theory of hydrogen embrittlement models various situations through

which the trap population in a microstructure may modify the extent and nature of

hydrogen embrittlement. Important parameters include:

1. Hydrogen transport mechanisms (dislocation atmospheres. interstitial diffusion
"* or high diffusivity paths)

2. Location of hydrogen prior to test (internal or external)
-r

:'"3. Character of traps present in microstructure.

6%
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The premise of this theory is that specific sites within a ferritic microstructure

which will act as premature fracture nuclei are themselves irreversible traps and

embrnttlement will ensue when a sufficient concentration of hydrogen and stress state level

exist at the most detrimental of the possible trap sites.

Pressouyre developed his model specifically for the Fe-Ti-C system. Three specific

traps were considered as important in controlling the hydrogen distribution but in the

broadest general sense, all sites are accounted for. TiC particles were considered the

dominant irreversible traps, while Ti substitutional atoms and dislocations were considered

as reversible traps. An important assumption was that dislocations were mobile carriers

of hydrogen which would effectively redistribute reversibly trapped hydrogen at stationary

sites to stronger irreversible sites such as TiC particles, inclusions and high angle grain

boundaries.

For the case of internal hydrogen. which is experimentally represented by a pre-

charged and plated material, the total hydrogen content is fixed. The redistribution of

hydrogen to irreversible sites during plastic deformation is related to the strain rate by:

(tH) - k (i/b) (D, /12,)(C (t) + tit-L(r)) (6.1)

where C'(t) - time dependent concentration of hydrogen at irreversible traps (A6gik
H

population assumed)

Sk a a constant

- ;-strain rate

b s Burgers vector

D * influence range of irreversible types

1 = mean distance between traps

-.
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C() ) concentration of hydrogen at dislocations.

Through the use of the model of Tien et al. ' for hydrogen transport by dislocations

and substitution. Pressouyre finally arrives at the following two equations:

D K. C

,', mid6.2
tM F.,

and 62
C - C

jD ! - _(_____ - C b,

A. - I

where: 16.3)

a n fml quantity of hydrogen collected at each irreversible trnps.

K exchange "rate" constant of hydrogen from fixed weak traps to
•" dilocations.

- N * density of irreversible traps

t* initial hydrogen concentration at deep traps.

Co * initial hydrogen i at deep traps.

From a practical standpoint, the final quantity of hydrogen associated with the deep

traps must not exceed a critical value:

a' a' '6.4'

or the tune for this accumulation to occur must be sufficiently long m compamrson to the

. t8 )) t (651
*.1

C

There are important coadatacas on these relatioships. First. TiC particles will

assume dafferet roles depemdng, oa thiru size and distributuNi, Below a cartain size.

which will depeod am matrx flow stress. initial bydrogen conient. tnmpwatwe. etc.. the

carbuodes will eseaiually be comnaudrd 21fy beficial and never capble of becoming

a ,crack suclei. Above this sue. the paicloes are treated essentially as aclusm. with their

.1

...
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own D and I. Pressouyre's general formula for N' simply states that the amount of

hydrogen associated with any irreversible trap may not exceed some critical value. More

realistically, this criterion should limit hydrogen only at potentially deleterious irreversible

sites (large particles and inclusions) and should also account for the continuous beneficial

effects of hydrogen irreversibly trapped at very fine, homogeneously dispersed particles.

The initial trend of the pre-charged tensile tests suggests that such a model may be

applicable to the present system. The dominant deleterious traps are, in this case, the
larger Ti-based inclusions, which apparently cannot be altered by heat treatment. The

beneficial contribution of even embryonic TiC particles is obvious from the increased

ductility associated with microstructures where these particles are present (5000C). The

lower ductility in specimens aged at 400 0 C or in the unaged condition is in effect caused

by isolated deep trapping at inclusions. Using the nomenclature of the trap theory of

hydrogen embrittlement. the increased sensitivity may be rationalized in the following ways.

First of all. the value of N' is higher due to a lower overall rreversible trap density, the

same probably pertains to C. Additionally, the value of N, will be lowest for these

micrastructures, enhancin susceptibility. Finally, since a greater concentration of Ti will

be contained in solid solution, the term% K, will also be greater. producing more sources

of hydrogen to mobile dislocations. In this case, the attainment of a critical quantity of

hydrogen at strong trap sites is clearly manifested by the radiating TTS fracture mode

which surrounds these particles. Although hydrogen has embrittled this microstructure

through a change in fracture mode, it is still clear that the trapping capability of these

sites, which may have been aided by the localized stress gradient surrounding them, was

*. responsible for the effect.

. In certain instances it was quite apparent from the form of the load-time record for

the tensile test when the separation of a large facet occurred. In such a case, the load

" level would turn down sharply with time as if failure were about to occur. Before

*dropping to zero, the load would then level off and necking strains of a few more per

cent would occur before complete separation. This was usually only observed for cases

ca4o 
"

, 0, ''S -
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where one dominating facet appeared on the fracture surface rather than many small ones.

Although data for these particular cases were limited, it was noticed that the load/stress

(using estimated cross sectional areas) level for separation ranged from 1160 to 1230

MPa before a Bridgman type correction. It is presumptuous to expect more precise

r information from such an estimate since important factors such as the inclusion shape and

size and resulting affects on local deformation and hydrogen enrichment cannot be

controlled. It is suggested, however, that the fracture stress for the TTS mode may be

determinable under better controlled experimental conditions (i.e. inclusion size, shape and
1.
._-o- density) or for situations where these parameters can be measured and accounted for.

c The upward trend in hydrogen charged ductility, which peaked at the 5000C

condition, was most likely caused by enhanced trapping capability due to TiC clustering.

TiC trapping is supported both by: I.) decreased diffusivity and delayed release rate

%" from trap sites and 2.) direct evidence of TiC "clusters" using FIM techniques. The new

and surprising implication is that the effective trapping capability of TiC may extend to

-' very fine (- 0IO) precipitates of this phase, and that an incoherent interface is not

essentially necessary. This may be deduced by the lower diffusivities (from breakthrough

and time-lag) at 500 0 C as compared to the unaged and 400*C aged microstructures.

The remaining question is whether this capability stems from coherency strain fields or is

based on a more chemical interaction.

.From the TTHE standpoint, the precipitation of this phase may be beneficial from

several standpoints. First, the value of ni corresponding to the larger inclusions may be

lower, as well as C.. Most importantly, the value of N is effectively increased, causing

.. the amount of hydrogen associated with any particular irreversible trap to be greatly

diminished. A less obvious benefit also stems from the K terms. Since titanium from

0 solution is consumed in TiC precipitates, the value of C' (t) and hence K will be
H r

diminished, tLreby eliminating sources of H to mobile dislocations.

.c

~Since the permeation experiments indicated that deep trapping iLe. complete carbide

':
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precipitation did not occur isochroually until somewhere between 500-600 C, the TTHE

would predict that resistance to embrittlement would continue until this phase was

excessively coarsened. This would not only diminish the trapping capacity but would also

render these carbides as potentially deleterious. The presence of the "hump" in the

r ductility response is evidence of a change in character of one of the major traps. i.e.

grain boundaries. In the simplest sense. the occurrence of grain boundary fracture

resulting from the high temperature aging may be interpreted as a change in n' to lower
C

values or, less likely, lowering of the value of t' for these sites. The difficulty arises
C

from the ambiguity described in the results section. namely, it cannot be determined

whether the fine precipitation of TiC particles along prior y boundaries in itself is

sufficient to trap a critical concentration of H at these sites and in so doing bring about

the intergranular fracture or if the precipitation of TiC phase is accompanied by

dissolution of Ti-P clusters or a phosphide phase. thus freeing P to segregate or to

assume a different bonding role (Fe-P rather an Ti-P) at the grain boundary region.

The latter rationale is preferred for the following reasons. The previously cited

paper by the author 5' reported initial results for tensile tests on this same alloy heat. The

findings in that study showed a large improvement in hydrogen charged tensile properties

which were not observed in later tests. Additionally, the beat chemistry analyses reported

in chapter 4 indicated that a wide variation in S content did occur. In lieu of a more

detailed examination of this discrepancy, it must be concluded that variations in heat

chemistry originating from the pouring of the ingots are responsible for this change in

properties. Hence. the results of the Stevens et al. paper suggest that in a heat of

sufficient cleanliness, the presence of a fine distribution of deep trapping sites can

ameliorate the effects of internal hydrogen.

The compositional analyses of prior y boundaries did lead to the conclusion that

phosphorus and sulfur were invariably present at these grain facets. The preferential

precipitation of TiC at these microstructural sites should be accompanied by a strong Ti

signal, as shown in Fig. 5-43. Unfortunately. N and Ti bave Auger electron transitions
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at nearly equivalent energy levels (381 eV for the N and 386 for Ti) and this tends to

obscure interpretation of Ti presence. ... other transition occurs for Ti at 417 eV which

more conclusively indicates the presence of this element, but this peak was only

irregularly present even for repeated analyses from the same specimen, leaving the question

v of TiC precipitation effects still unanswered. The quantitative analysis comparison from

550OC/lhr and 600DC/lHr treatments suggests that a modest enrichment may occur at the

higher temperature. The development of intergranular fracture, as shown in Figure 5-42

suggests, however, that the conditions for this fracture mode are essentially constant at

temperatures > 5500C. implying that further enrichment is not necessary.

An attempt to thermodynamically describe metalloid segregation in ternary systems

(Fe-M-I) has been made by Guttman 1 using a regular solution model and it is worth

noting the predictions of his model. The extent of segregation was assumed to be

predictable from the solubility of the metalloid, I in a-Fe as affected by the interaction

coefficient between it and the alloy element. Guttman claims that if this parameter is

relatively low (10,000-30,000 cal/mol), then segregation and embrittlement should be

enmanced. If this parameter exceeds 50,000cal/mol, then the interaction should be

sufficient for precipitation of a second phase (Ti P) and embrittlement will be reduced.

Finally, after long times at high temperature, the phosphide may be replaced with a

carbide phase, freeing P for segregation. Since the interaction between Ti and P is quite

strong, this model appears to be consistent with the present study. However, it cannot be

tested unambiguously since the almost certain partitioning of P to grain boundaries during

austenitization. as has been shown by Schultz and McMahon"', cannot be accounted for.

Segregation in the austenite field is also hinted at by the presence of S in the Auger

spectra, an occurrence which is sometimes associated with burning or overheating of steels

e at high ( 1200C) temperatures'.

An additional difficulty is that this segregation appears to be quite local in nature.

If phosphide dissolution followed by phosphorus diffusion to high angle boundaries occurs,

it is useful to consider the extent of diffusion possible for P in a-Fe at 600oC. This

can be estimated by:

o0p

',.-.., .~
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x Dt

with D - 7 x 10 ' cm"/sec (6.6)

t * 3600 sec

•yielding
i Z --O.Spin

Since the mean austenite grain size was estimated at above 100pm, this precludes

large scale diffusion of P unless fast diffusion paths are present.

The likely scenario then is that at low aging temperatures, where TiC precipitation

, is either impossible at short times or incomplete, the action of P at or near prior y

boundaries is modified by the presence of Ti, either through phosphide phase or metastable

Ti-P cluster formation.

Wben TIC formation occurs, the Ti-P clusters dissolve and P now forms a stronger

interaction with adjoing Fe atoms at the boundary. Coupled with H which may be

preferentially trapped at high angle boundaries, either an additive or synergistic embrittling

effect results.

6.3. Hydrogen Induced Cracking

In this section, the results of the hydrogen induced cracking studies will be
compared to predictions of existing models of internal hydrogen embrittlement.. In

addition, through consideration of available fracture mechanics models of cracks in ductile

materials, possible explanations for the observed results will be considered.

The generally accepted picture of internal hydrogen induced cracking is that

hydrogen will accumulate in front of the notch root, presumably near the region of

.intmium hydrostatic stress. When a critical concentration is attained. a microcrack will

S form and crack growth will occur when this microcrack propagates back to the notch or

4...:
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:'. crack root. As discussed in the literature review chapter, this approach has been used by

Gerberich °  and van Leeuwen10 6 . Using the simple model of van Leeuwen. and

appropriate mechanical paramet-rs for example. Fig. 6-2 shows predicted crack growth

curves for the material of this study. Although this derives from a highly simplified

- calculation, and the crack tip radius will most certainly change appreciably during crack

growth (except for K = constant tests), the important point is that this model already

predicts the drop in crack velocity above threshold K levels. It is tempting to suggest
N.l °o

that this apparent similarity with the present data is due to the sequence of cracking

which van Leeuwen has proposed. However, several other possible explanations exist.

Gerberich's analysis required the use of an empirically determined crack tip radius

in order to predict a decreasing crack velocity with increasing stress intensity, and even

* this produced a linear relationship between p and K whereas an anaiysis of Rce 9 3 predicts

p to vary as K. Gerberich determined the crack tip radii at the specimen surfaces in his

study so free surface (plane stress) effects may be the cause of this discrepancy.

It is believed that these models are not applicable to the present study for several

reasons. McMahon et al.' 58 have attempted to explain erratic v-K data in the following

ON way: K-independent crack growth Is unlikely since cracking occurs by the formation of

small cracks in advance or the main crack and their subsequent joining. Since the cracks

often form along side of, rather than directly ahead of the main crack, crack advance

occurs in an uneven way along the main crack front. This irregular crack morphology in

.9 turn produces variations in the state of stress and the diffusion distance for hydrogen to

the point of maximum triaxiality. From the fractographic analysis of the crack growth

specimens, it is believed that events within the plastic enclave, but not restricted to the

-') site of maximum triaxiality on the e * 0 plane. are important to the crack growth

process. The possible reasons for the distinction of the present results from the previous

predictions are several fold. First of all, the yield strength of the steel used in this study

was significantly less than that used by Gerberich, whose strength levels ranged from 1100

to 1500 MPa. This resulted in a more sizable plastic zone than was possible in

".47

I . ae,.•,.
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Gerberich's study. For example, using Rice's93 elastic-plastic crack tip model, the

maximum radius of the plastic zone is:

S0.17 [K(6.7)
.- 'a,

along a 700 angle from the crack growth direction. Assuming Kw70 MPa(m) r-

and a, 700 MPa, this predicts a 1700#m extent of the plastic zone, which for this

material means a sampling of 10-20 prior y grains. By comparison, a typical range of
plasticity during irregular crack growth for Gerberich's0 2 study would be from 100 to

.1

1 S m, much closer to an expected prior y grain size. This may be an important reason

why these authors observed partial intergranular fracture in this regime while this mode

was largely absent (except for the 600°C aged sample) in the present study.

The state of stress may have bad a strong influence on cracking in all of these tests

from a macroscopic standpoint. In general, the state of stress ahead of the main crack

will depend on intrinsic parameters such as yield strength and work hardening rate as well

as extrinsic factors such as applied load (K) and specimen geometry, especially thickness.

Plane strain conditions will prevail for situations where the size of the plastic zone (r ) is

small in comparison to the thickness (B). As r /B approaches unity, plane stress willp

become more prevalent. Experimentation has shown cracking typical of plane strain if

r /B << 0.025"". Although this criterion appears simple enough, an accurate description~P
of r (both spatially and numerically) is difficult to attain.

P

Considering first the simple Von Mises Criterion for yielding, the plastic zone depth

along the cracking plane is given by:

r (•O) a [1-2V2] 0.028 K_]2 (6.8)"""P 2 17
2O YS Y

160

If Irwin's" plastic zone model incorporating plastic constraint is used, the form of
r becomes.
p

4..-x

.0%*%'
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r(8=0) K0 .r KL12 (6.9)
PT1 2 L.1

Assuming that a' * 770 MPa for the material of this study, then the Von Mises

model predicts the plane strain-plane stress transition to occur at 90 MPa(m) l" while the
1/2

--- Irwin analysis predicts this to take place at 65 MPa(m) . Although this difference

represents a meaningful discrepancy, a re-examination of the cracking results shows that

S,' irregular cracking behavior was initiated in all tests at stress intensities of 60-70

MPa(m) 12 .  Since the yield strength levels were essentially constant for all conditions

studied here, the possibility of a macroscopic stress state transition effect on crack growth

S must be considered. The implications of such a stress state transition are several fold.

"- .*- The reduced hydrostatic stress state accompanying plane stress would diminish the

concentration and flux enhancements as predicted by Li, Oriani, and Darken . Even M

terms of a simplified critical stress/concentration assumption for the hydrogen induced

cracking sequence, this in of itself would predict longer times between cracking events

and an overall drop in macroscopic cracking velocity. Additionally, the larger plastic

zone size (or longer extent along the crack front) may allow for more relaxation at the

crack tip, resulting in larger values of p which, would diminish the driving force for

hydrogen diffusion to the crack tip region. The higher shear stresses in and of themselves

would favor ductile fracture mechanisms (as were observed) which should require higher

.. K values to propagate. Finally, the larger plastic zone "wings" would produce large

dislocation trapping "sinks". as mentioned previously, which would tend to redistribute

hydrogen away from the crack Up.

-

The observation of the many "blunted" secondary cracks also implies that many

advance crack nuclei form ahead of the muin notch. It is suspected that these blunt

" cracks are nucleated at larger cementite clusters and inclusions. The exact cause of the

blunted appearance may not be determinable but they certainly suggest relaxation of the

local stresses, possibly aided by hydrogen. This in turn produces a situation where the

high triaxiality at the crack front would be greatly :elieved, lessening the likelihood that

-. sub-notch nuclei cracks would form exclusively at the predicted point of maximum
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triaxiality. v.2S according to Rice' 3 . and as was predicted in the van Leeuwe&a' and

Gerberich' °2 models.

Alternatively, a more likely cracking sequence would occur as follows. As a

E starting point, the elastic-plastic crack tip normal stress and plastic zone shape model of

Rice and Johnson " and Rice and Tracey' will be considered as representative of this

materiaL The normal stress distribution from this model is shown in Figure 6-3 for an

ideally plastic and n=0. I work hardening material. Internal hydrogen will be drawn to

the stressed region but owing to the large extent of plasticity in comparison to the

existing ferrite lath structure, it is probable that the plastic zone will become a "sink" for

hydrogen, owing at least in part to the increased dislocation density within this enclave.

The examination of sectioned DCB specimens suggests that the enriched hydrogen

levels within the plastic enclave eventually nucleate cracks along lath boundaries and lath

packet boundaries. As mentioned previously, this may involve hydrogen assisted plasticity

since these boundaries often coincide with 1110) and 1112) type slip planes in ferrite but

this cannot be proven. However, the rounded features of these surface cracks on fracture

surfaces indicates that significant plasticity occurs near many of these cracks prior to

main crack passage. This again raises the question of hydrogen assisted plasticity;,

however, other possibilities exisL The intense tensile stresses existing prior to crack
9,..

passage may in themselves have induced relaxation but the fact that this fracture process

-. -" is sub-critical (and hence occurs only due to the hydrogen presence) in nature seems to

exclude a purely fracture mechanics explanation. Bernstein" has previously suggested that

sub-surface cracks in iron may present excellent sites for H recombination and

,. pressurization. Examination of the fracture surfaces linking these "yawned" cracks

suggests that normal quasi-cleavaSe is not involved in crack growth across these areas.

Hence, hydrogen altered plasticity cannot be ruled out.

Whatever the exact cause of this cracking, it is probable that the main crack

continues to grow by repeated link-up of these sub-notch cracks. The increased density of
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n w 0.1 Power law work hardening materials, from Rice'93

-~ Secondary Cracks in the microstructural sequence AQ 4 5000C 4+ 4000C can easily be

explained by considering that the 4000C aged microstructure contains the coarsest interlath

* carbide$ which may act as crack nuclei. Finer, interlath cemnentite occtlrs in the 5000C

microstructore and little detectable cementite occurs in the us-quenched material.

Additionally. the possible detrimental role of large Ti inclusions must also be considered.

* As in the uniaxial tensile case, it is possible that these inclusions act as localized fracture

initation sites. For the presenit case of hydrogen induced cracking, these may also iniate

blunted secondary Cracks simiary to large Cementite clusters. A rationalization of the

results may also follow from the general outline of Pressouyre and Bernsteins~ trap

tbeary of hydrogen embrittlementL In this case, the more prevalent occurrences of blunted

, •u

~%
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secondary cracking in the 4000 aged microstructure may be brought about by the lack of

deep trapping and the correspondingly high apparent hydrogen diffusivity. This is

especially evident from the diffusivities calculated from breakthrough times, as shown in

Figure 5-29, where the 4000C aged microstructure diffusivity was an order of magnitude

higher than either the as-quenched or 500 0 C aged microstructure. The combined higher

*., diffusivity and lack of innocuous deep trapping may also help to explain why the 4000C

aged microstructure possessed a lower threshold for cracking. When compared to a

microstructure possessing deep traps such as the 600 0 C aging treatment, the 4000C aged
4. -.

condition would contain a higher diffusible hydrogen concentration which could more

rapidly relocate under the action of stress. It may be recalled that the embrittled 6000C

aged condition possessed a higher threshold, possibly due to a lower diffusible hydrogen

content brought about by strong TiC trapping.

An additional note concerning the 400 0 C aging: It was noted that a somewhat

constant crack velocity was found between stress intensities of 40 and 6n MPa(m) -
,

where it is presumed that macroscopic stress state changes may have altered the cracking

characteristics. It was found that the increments of c:ack advance in this regime was

approximately 1000 pm and that constant growth rate was 3 x 10 " m/sec. These

S.. parameters show that the time increment between cracking events was on the average 3000

* . sec. Using the thin film solution of Fick's law and 1000,m as a characteristic diffusion

distance, a diffusivity of 3 x 10 cm,/sec is found. This value corresponds quite closely
with the breakthrough diffusivity of about 2 x 10"cm /sec found for the microstructure.

0i If such a correspondence could be shown for the other microstructures, it may be possible

to suggest a correlation between diffusivities calculated using breakthrough measurements

and Stage II cracking. The most obvious solution to such a problem is to use test

specimens designed to assure predominantly plane strain conditions at all stress intensity

levels up to the intrinsic fracture toughness.
.'.4."
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63.1. Summary
ia-. :

In summary, the hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility of this material appears to be

explainable in terms of the competing effects of inocuous irreversible trapping (fine,

dispersed TiC phase) and deleterious crack nuclei, (either inclusions or cementite clusters)

which are themselves traps. It is also considered that stress state and time are important

parameters to be characterized for the particular test configuration.

In the uniaxial tensile test, deformation is imposed and time (strain rate) is

critically important. Contributions from possible dislocation transport are of obvious

importance and localized stress state triaxiality about inclusions and defects would be

expected to greatly influence hydrogen flux. Prom the experiments conducted herein, it is

concluded that irreversible trapping is beneficial in such a trap configuration since it will

permanently immobilize a greater quantity of hydrogen, even to mobile dislocations, as

predicted by Pressouyre and Bernstein 3 . In the present case., the formation of irreversible

traps (TiC) may even inadvertently have had a beneficial effects on diminishing the size

and influence of possible crack nuclei (FeC). The beneficial effects of such irreversible

trapping were shown to be removed when the formation of such traps introduced a more

detrimental temper embrittlement effect. This phenomenon is considered a separate event

and if it can be inhibited independently, further improvements in hydrogen bearing

properties would be expected.

In contrast, a fracture mechanics type test configuration, as used in this study, did

. not impose deformation on the material and time was presumably a less critical factor.

For the conditions used in this study, long range diffusion of hydrogen through the matrix

would be considered the critical process and the driving force would be the highly

- macroscopic stress state existing at the crack tip. In this test configuration, the different

aspects of hydrogen permeability available from breakthrough and time-lag diffusivity can

be expected to influence cracking behavior. First. the time-lag diffusivity may indicate

the relative quantity of hydrogen which may redistribute under the influence of stress

through a knowledge of irreversible trapping density. Second, the breakthrough diffusivity

. q %0 V % VjX~
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""......will reflect to relative ease and expedience of the redistribution. The faster this is, the

',. - less likely that supersaturated concentrations of hydrogen will dissipate before the fracture

, mechanism intervenes.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The primary goal of this thesis was to develop a greater understanding of the

general observation that Ti and Ti precipitates are beneficial to the mechanical properties

of iron and steel under conditions where absorbed hydrogen is present. It has been

contended that this increased resistance to hydrogen embrittlement is brought about by a

drop in apparent hydrogen diffusivity through low energy trapping at solute Ti atoms and

- higher energy trapping at titanium carbide/iron matrix interfaces. Through thermal

treatment, various microstructures have been produced in the HSLA steel chosen for this

study. The principal variables were the amount of free titanium and the related size,

density, morphology and coherency of TiC precipitates. Hydrogen permeability in these

microstructures has been studied using electrochemical permeation and the results compared

to existing models which predict trapping effects on permeability based on trapping

parameters. Hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility has been evaluated using two

mechanically distinct testing modes. The first consisted of iuniaxial tension (low

triaxiality) testing of pre-charged cylindrical specimens over short time periods (,. 10

min). The second used a fracture mechanics specimen (high triaxiality) which was also

pre-charged with hydrogen and tested over long time periods (-50-100 hrs.).

Microstructural characterization of quench and aged samples has established an aging

sequence quite similar to that generally suggested by Honeycombe 22. Quenching from

elevated temperatures (12000C) produces a highly substructured, nonequiaxed ferrite

microstructure. Aging at temperatures (5000C results presumably in relief of quenched-in

stresses and grain boundary precipitation of cementite. At temperatures above 5000C,
SP

rL 'p.
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cementite formation is pre-empted by direct alloy carbide (TiC) formation and associated

secondary hardening is observed. Aging at temperatures >7000 results in appreciable

recrystallization and softening. Aging at 5000C apparently produced both cementite and

TiC phases. Softening associated with cemenLte formation was delayed (as compared with

- softening at 4000C) and this was attributed to competition for carbon by TiC phase.

Analyses of trapping effects on hydrogen diffusivity and permeability revealed that

the various microstructures may possess subtle but significantly different trapping

properties. As expected, the as-quenched microstructure displayed hydrogen permeation

transients typical of ferrite consisting of 'reversible, low interaction energy traps such as

dislocations, grain boundaries, vacancies, etc., and the strength of these interactions was

found to agree well with the values found by Pressouyre 2. Microstructures containing

cementite (400°C and 500°C agings) also revealed essentially reversible trapping, but the

flux curves displayed transient "plateaus". The presence of these plateaus has been

predicted by ino" for microstructures containing reversible traps with high capture-to-

release rate ratios. It is postulated that the cementite interface in these microstructures

may possess a greater interaction than anticipated 34. In accord with the findings of

-. Premuyre and others3, TiC precipitates have been found to be strong, irreversible traps

through analysis of sequential hydrogen flux transients. Microstructural examination of

these microstructures showed a size range of precipitates from 30 - 120A., which falls

below the predicted 200A size range for fully incoherent interfacial structure' . Hence. it

is suggested that coherency and/or chemical interactions or possibly interactions with

• dislocations associated with semi-coherent TiC particles and hydrogen cannot be ruled out

as a cause of deep trapping. Coarsening of the TiC phase at temperatures above 6000C

results in both a reduction in irreversible trapping and a reappearance of transient plateaus

in hydrogen flux transients. It is suspected that the transition to full incoherency of a

greater fraction of TiC particles is responsible, resulting in trapping properties similar to

those of cementite at lower aging temperatures. It was also found that the analyses of

.
.'. breakthrough times from hydrogen permeation transients do not provide a sensitive measure

of the trapping character (reversible or irreversible), but may rather represent a more

ssro__
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realistic measure of the effective ease of hydrogen redistribution during dynamic

mechanical testing and hence relative embrittlement susceptibility. As in the studies of

Pressouyre, time-lag diffusivities were found to indicate most directly the relative densities

of reversible and irreversible trapping. Due to the fact that these diffusivity values are

r obtained from integrated quantities of hydrogen flux, they may not provide a useful

measure of short time susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement.

Short term tensile testing of pre-charged specimens with the various microstructures

% summarized above essentially established two separate regimes of response.

,N Microstructures formed from aging at temperatures <500°C failed by formation of torn

topography surface' 36 .. facets" about nonmetallic inclusions. The presence of very fine

STiC clusters was found to inhibit the formation of these facets, resulting in greater

reductions of area upon failure. Microstructures formed on aging at temperatures above

500 0 C, where direct precipitation of TIC occurs, failed by brittle intergranular fracture

along prior y grain boundaries. The presence of P and S at these boundaries led to the

conclusion that these impurities existed as benign clusters with Ti in solution before TiC

phase formation. Upon precipitation. the elements are rejected to high angle boundaries.

-i Long term hydrogen induced cracking studies showed that the effects of hydrogen

trapping and diffusivity may be quite complex. In microstructures possessing negligible

deep trapping and exhibiting high breakthrough diffusivity (i.e. 400 0 C aging), hydrogen

embrittlement was most acutely manifested, mostly through a lower threshold. This may

be rationalized as the consequence of maximum redistribution ease of a larger quantity of

* diffusible hydrogen. In the case of 600*C microstructure, which cracked along low

energy intergranular paths, a higher threshold was displayed nonetheless, due to the

presence of deep trapping (lower quantity of diffusible hydrogen) and slower redistribution

(lower breakthrough time). It was additionally concluded that conservative assurance of

plane strain conditions in such tests was important for minimizing the complicating effects

2 of extensive plastic zone formation.

..

I
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Chapter 8

Recommendations

The findings of this study suggest future studies which may clear up some of the

questions raised herein. These include:

I . The development of banded alloy carbide distributions during isothermal
transformation was discussed but thermal treatments of this kind were not
used. Besides their obvious applicability to controlled-rolling steels, the
different alloy carbide distribution may alleviate the temper embrittlement
mechanism by precluding nucleation at prior y boundaries.

2. The effect of inclusions on ductile failure and the associated fracture mode
transitions could be studied through preparation of a steel with a controlled
density and size of inclusions, such as rare earth inclusions. Under such
circumstances, the effect of the inclusion may be modelled through a better a
priori knowledge of the altered stress distribution about the prarticle. influence
diameter, etc.

3. Future heats prepared for studies of the type attempted here should be
specified with certain guidelines in mind. Most importantly. Ti:C ratios
should be held to 4:1 in order to ensure maximum hardenability. Also, the
total Ti and C content should not exceed the solubility at the solutionization
temperature which will be used. Sulfur levels should be kept below 0.01 w/o
in order to avoid uncontrollable inclusions and loss of Ti. Alternatively,
formation of a limited quantity of this phase may be beneficial for the
following reason. Ti2S and Ti C S are hexagonal as is Ti P. If P
substitutes in the former phases, ts may provide a more efficient way of
"gettering" phosphorus. Trapping at TiC interfaces appears to be of limited

usefulness, especially in the presence of hydrogen. The final alternative may
be to use a second reactive element addition, such as vanadium, to take the
place of Ti in precluding segregation.

4. The anisotropy of both charged and uncharged tensile properties of the heat

used for this study must be explained in order to know the generality of the
conclusions. Nonuniform inclusion distributions and directional dependency of
interlath or interpacket ferrite orientations should be checked through detailed
microscopy. Detailed quantitative information concerning the effect of
crystallographic texture on strength. ductility and toughness may also help
answer this question.

5. Inhibiting extensive plasticity during fracture mechanics testing is alsoimportant for any future experiments of this type. This means that a valid

j:..
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K1  should be established for all tempers investigated and design of HIC
specimens based on these. Side grooving, although not essential, does appear
to confine the crack to a planar path. This should be exercised carefully
since the resulting affects on the stress intensity calibration for the specimen
may not be easily determined. An addition factor of importance is the
specimen arm height. This factor should be chosen to be > 2B where B is
the thickness. It is believed that this will stiffen the specimen arm and
prevent bending of sme. The thickness of the specimen should of course be
chosen from linear elastic fracture mechanics considerations.
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Appendix A

Characterization and Hydrogen Embrittlement
Susceptibility of heat 704K017

'4"An additional heat similar to beat V113 was also characterized in a manner similar

to that prescribed in Chapter 4. The goals of this additional work were to provide

.44* comparative microstructures against which the results found for heat V113 could be

evaluated and also to provide a "cleaner" base material in an attempt to eliminate

dominating inclusion effects on ductile fracture, as well as temper embrittlement type

effects accompanying alloy carbide precipitation and associated metalloid segregation.

As seen from the chemical compositions of the two heats on Table 4-1, heat

704K017 contained a higher C level with a stoiahiometric Ti content. The Mn level was

lower by a factor of 1/2 and this heat was prepared essentially free of silicon. The heat

treatment preparation of this heat similarly consisted of high temperature solutionization at

1200 C. Figures A-I and A-2 exhibit the as-quenched microstructure revealing the fine

lath structure and high dislocation density which was found in heat V113. Many sharp

edged inclusions were also found in this heat (see Fig. A-i). leading to the conclusion

that these were TiN particles7. These particles were found on a fine scale, as shown in

Figure A-3 and faceting of these particles is also evident. The presence of this phase is

undesirable since, once formed, these particles cause a continuous loss of Ti from the
matrix. Due to the low solubility of TiN in austenite, this phase does not produce

.

secondary hardening or inhibit grain growth of austenite since its distribution and

*". precipitation cannot be controlleds. Figure A-3 was taken from a 6000C aged condition

* and cnce again, precipitation of finer TiC particles is observed. This aging reaction, in

spite of the loss of Ti to inclusions, did give rise to notable secondary hardening.
m.
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The effect of lower Mn and Si levels as well as the consumption of Ti as

inclusions on the strength level of this heat is evident from examination of Table A-I. A

comparison with heat V113 shows that the strengths at equivalent heat treatments were

generally 20% lower in heat 704K0 17. The lower Mn level may play a dual role in this

- loss of strength: not only will solid solution strengthening be diminished, but higher

temperature transformation to ferrite may also occur during quenching, resulting in a

lower hardenability. This is further supported by the more obvious rise in strength level

accompanying secondary hardening at 6000C. This is consistent with a lower strength

contribution from ferrite grain shape effects. Additionally, it should be pointed out that

this strengthening trend in longitudinal tensile properties is quite similar to that found for

the transverse tensile properties of beat VI 13. This suggests an anisotropic gramin shape or

orientation role on the tensile properties of this material.

Tensile specimens identical to those used for longitudinal testing of heat VII3 were

polished, cathodically pre-charged' with hydrogen, cadmium plated and pulled to failure as

described in Chapter 4. A charge current density of 20pAlcm' , as was used with heat

V113, produced very little embrittlement in any of the beat treatments, as shown in Figure

A-4. The charging current density was increased to 0.1 and then 0.5 mA/cm. Some

separation of microstructural response was observed at 0.1 mA/cm and more so at 0.5

imA/cM 2 . At 0.5 mA/cm 2 the lowest ductility was once again associated with the 600*C

V. aging, but this must be viewed cautiously, since the strength level was almost 10% higher

in this case. Each of the remaining three microstructures studied displayed virtually

identical behavior and any differences in response to internal hydrogen cannot be

determined from these tests.

"0 1% The fractography of the failure surfaces reveals that inclusions once again played a

significant role in failure as circular TTS facets associated with Ti and (N.S) rich

inclusions were again found in the as-quenched, 400, and 5000C aged specimens for a

0.5 mA/cm2 charging. As described before, this failure apparently initiated near the

.. inclusion and radiated outward. Final failure of the intervening regions occurred by

J.
-,,,-. . . . . .p. ,.... . . . , , , , , - ' , ..- , , 1,- .
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Figure A-&* Transmission electron micrograph DF image
of faceted Ti(rC,N) precipitates in 600OC/ihr aged
microstructure

overload dimpled fracture. Although the 6000C aged specimen test did display plasticity

before failure, fractographic analysis revealed that the fracture mode may be similar to

that observed in the other bealt although less well developed. Figure A-5 shows the

* '- fracture from the 6000C aged specimen after the 0.5 mA/cm 2 charging. revealing some

4-. faceted regions which may be intergramular. Also, some quasi-cleavage regions are present

within the dimpled fracture. In this case., it may be imagined that failure initiated at the

intergranular regions. The sharp, local rise in stress and strain rate may have caused

some of the quasi-cleavage fracture at this point. This fracture mode is reasonable owing

-. to the higher flow stress in the matrix for this condition. Finally overall specimen

fracture occurred by microvoid coalescence.

It appears, then. that some of the same trends observed in heat V113 were also

exhibited by this heat, particularly a tendency for intergranular cracking accompanying

secondary hardening and ductile failure initiated at inclusions. It must certainly be

concluded, however, that this material is substantially less susceptible to internal hydrogen

than heat V3I1. The key difference appears to be strength level and it is curious that the

strength levels of these two materials lie just on either side of the so called 700 MNe

4IS.

4". ' 4 %
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Table A-1: Summary of tensile properties and ductility
levels of Heat 704K017

Thermal ay, MPa aUT S , Wa %RA i=0.02 rA/'-.- isO.1 i j-0.5 m. A/an'
Trealnent Y Uncharged

AsQuenched 633 76779 645
from 12000C 49, 66% 45

400C/kM. 662 735 8C % 63 44%

5 500'C/.iR 653 728 78% 8: '7% 441.

600OC/I1R 719 778 72% 75; 64% 31%

.2

-.

,

F:'-5
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Figure A-4: Pre-charged hydrogen embrittlement
susceptibility of Heat 704K017 with varimg cathodic
current density (hydrogen content). Values at 0.02 mA/cm
correspond to current densities used for Heat V1 13

%.

Figure A-S: SMmicrograph of tensile fracture surface
resulting from OS mA/cm" chargling of 600°C/lhr aged

macrostructures

... dividing line between low and higjh strenglth steels. Thompson has pointed out that
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steels possessing strengths above this level exhibit increasing brittleness in the presence of

hydrogen, although the significance of this strength level and the relative immunity of

lower strength steels is not known. Another possibly key difference stems from the aging

response of these two materials. It is clear that heat 704K017 derives less strength from

., q.grain refinement/dislocation density contributions (Fig. A-6), as judged from the more

obvious secondary hardening (compared to heat V113). This may point to important

dislocation sub-structure/hydrogen interactions insofar as they may affect bulk plasticity.

More definitive knowledge concerning fundamental interactions between hydrogen and

dislocations must be obtained before this possibility is exploited.

'I

.- cry

900-
0 TUTS

-'-" .800-

'" 700 -- "

4.v

A* 400 500 600
AGING TEMPERATURE, eC

Figure A-6: Mechanical strength levels of Heat 704K017
as affected by aging

Hydrogen induced cracking studies using double cantilever beam type specimens were

also attempted on this material, in a manner similar to that used on heat VII 3.

*O Specimen preparation charging and plating was conducted exactly as described previously

but once again, the higher charging current densities were used.

I,.
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In this case- HIC as observed in heat V1 13 was not observed. Specimens were

loaded in the charged condition to stress intensities ranging from 50 MPa m)" to over

100 MWa(m) -and left for over 50 hours without any detectable crack growth occurring.

As with the tensile test results. it appears that the lower strength level and associated

Splasticity considerations are responsible. Since the specimen dimensions were identical to

those used for V1 13, one would even expect the plane strain/stress transition to occur at

*lower stress intensities. This observation is added evidence that more conservative

* specimen design may be necessary in order to obtain meaningful data from tests of this

type.

These results. coupled with those found for heat V113, clearly indicate the

importance of heat cleanliness and composition in determining embrittlement susceptibility.

even when the failure mode is essentially ductile. The use of Ti may be benef icial to

steels by the trapping of internal hydrogen. but the heat must contain low oxygen.''nitrogen

and sulfur levels, as these elements react with titanium preferentially to produce

uncontrollable inclusion distributions. Moreover, thorough killing of melts through the use

of aluminum or silicon may reduce oxygen levels, but the resulting oxide particles become

-.v.

convenient nucleation sites for lower temperature reactions between Ti and N and

S. Hence. these materials must he produced in such a way that both inclusion and

interstitial solute (eg. 0. N, S. and P) levels are kept low. Ironically, the present of a

high density of sulfur rich inclusions may in fact be beneficial in offsetting the "temper

" embrittlment" reaction in heat 704K17 since the P -Ti S phase (hexagonal) is
2

.-. .
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